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The topic of the thesis was to structure, refine, combine, analyse, and model
data from real estate. Possibilities to adjust the relationship of utilities demand
and supply were evaluated. The information collected from real estate was
composed of real estate level and apartment level data. Real estate level data
included weather, heating circuit, cooling circuit and domestic water. The
apartment level data included room temperature switch, room operating panel
and domestic hot-, and cold water consumption. The apartment specific data
were aggregated on real estate level. First the interrelation of sub meters and
utility companies billing were formed. After that the differences between
measurements and company billing were evaluated. Then system specifically
on certain time resolution the temperature of supply and return water,
electricity consumption, heat energy consumption and cool energy
consumption were determined. Hot water, cold water and overall water
consumption on certain time resolution were determined. Furthermore, the
seasonal ratio of hot and cold water was evaluated. From cold water station
related data sample width specific energy efficiency ratio were calculated.
From room temperature switch and room operating panel real estate level
analysis were aggregated. In analysis activity of use and length of setting time
were evaluated. Then the energy saving potential regarding room operating
panel were calculated. In addition, regarding ventilation electricity
consumption the energy saving potential of load shifting by trapezoidal rule
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were evaluated. Moreover, evaluation of energy saving potential regarding
room temperature switch was done for cooling and heating. Available data
from weather station was applied to define the quantity of on-site renewable
resources. From the weather data graphs which are commonly used in
meteorology were formed. From the analyses different charts were formed. In
MS Access 7 days and 24 hours’ profile templates were created. During the
research number of findings were made. When aiming low energy
consumption, the first priority is to make the real estate as energy efficient as
possible. When using renewable energy supply momentary and seasonal
energy storages are needed. The energy efficiency ratio of cold water station
turned out to be poor and there should be efforts to improve it. Due to poor
EER the benefits of district cool should be charted and possibility to adapt it
in the future studied. The need to use cooling and heating circuit on same day
should be evaluated. If possible simultaneous heating and cooling should be
reduced. In addition, possibilities to reduce the use of apartment specific 400
W air heating radiator should be studied. It seems that the amount of thermal
insulation has identifiable effect into ratio of hot and cold water use on
seasonal level. When the ventilation related motors are set off from optimal
rotating speed their energy consumption increase. This means that part of
energy saving potential is void when using room operating panel “away
mode”. Majority of the real estate automation energy consumption is based
into factors which residents cannot affect. Energy consumption is dictated by
the manned the automation system is designed and realized. This was noted
when evaluating the number of residents and energy consumption ratio.
Regarding room temperature switch use boundary area in outdoor temperature
which defines will the resident offset cooling or heating were identified. In
addition, in specific point of time residents use the temperature switch actively
on collective level was noticed. Room temperature switch related energy
saving potential is compromise of residents’ conformity. Measuring the real
estate’s energy consumption is a good way of evaluating how well the realized
3

energy consumption is in alignment with energy performance certificate. In
the study it turned out that energy performance certificate is not in alignment
with the realised energy consumption. Due to results that energy measurement
should be statutory and real estates would be periodically inspected.

Keywords EEPOS, real estate energy consumption, real estate emission, climate
change, renewable energy, energy self-sufficiency.
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Diplomityön aiheena oli jäsentää, jalostaa, yhdistää, analysoida sekä mallintaa
kiinteistöstä kerättyjä tietoja. Jäsentelyn jälkeen arvioitiin keinoja muuttaa käytettyjen
resurssien kysynnän ja tarjonnan välisiä suhteita. Kiinteistöstä kerätyt tiedot jakaantuivat
kiinteistökohtaisiin ja huonteistokohtaisiin tietoihin. Kiinteistökohtaisia tietoja olivat
sää-, sähkönkulutus-, lämmitys-, jäähdytys- ja vedenkulutustiedot. Huoneistokohtaisesti
kerättiin tiedot huonelämpötilasta, säätimistä, käyttötilakytkimistä, sekä kylmän ja
lämpimän veden kulutustiedoista. Huoneistokohtaiset tiedot jäsenneltiin kiinteistötasolle.
Aluksi julkisten palvelujen kulutuksiin liittyen määritettiin alimittausten keskinäiset
suhteet. Tämän jälkeen kartoitettiin mittapisteiden sekä julkisten palvelujen laskutuksen
väliset erot. Seuraavaksi määritettiin järjestelmäkohtaisesti kausittainen meno- ja
paluuveden lämpötila, sähkönkulutus, lämmönkulutus, ja jäähdytyksen kulutus. Sitten
määritettiin kokonaisvedenkulutuksen sekä kylmän ja lämpimän vedenkulutuksen
kausittainen määrä. Tämän lisäksi määritettiin kausittainen kylmän ja lämpimän veden
käyttösuhde. Kylmävesiaseman kulutustiedoista muodostettiin otanta-aikakohtaiset
kylmäkertoimet. Huonelämpötilasäätimien ja huoneiston käyttötilakytkimien käytöstä
muodostettiin kiinteistökohtaiset käyttöön liittyvät tutkimukset, joissa huomioitiin
muunmuassa käytön aktiivisuus ja asetusaikojen pituus. Tämän jälkeen laskettiin
energiansäästöpotentiaali käyttötilakytkimien tietojen perusteella sekä soveltamalla
puolisuunnikassääntöä ilmanstoinnin sähkönkulutukseen. Lisäksi muodostettiin arvio
lämpötilasäätimien säästöpotentiaalista jäähdytys- ja lämmityskausille. Säätietoja
sovellettiin uusiutuvien resurssien määrittämiseen. Säätiedoista muodostettiin yleisesti
käytössä olevia säätietokuvaajia. Säätietoihin sovellettiin myös sähköntuottokaavoja.
Analysoitavista tiedostoista muodostettiin MS Excelissä sektoridiagrammeja,
histogrammeja ja viivadiagrammeja. MS Accessissa luodun tietokannan avulla luotiin 7
päivän ja 24h:n profiileja. Tutkimuksessa tehtiin useita päätelmiä. Pyrittäessä kiinteistön
energiaomavaraisuuteen prioriteettina on suunnitella ja rakentaa kiinteistöstä
mahdollisimman energiatehokas. Energiakulutuksen ja tarjonnan optimaaliseksi
kohtaamiseksi uusiutuva energia tarvitsee hetkellisiä, sekä pidempiaikaisia varastoja.
Tutkimuskohteiden kylmävesiasemia tulisi kehittää tai vaihtoehtoisesti kaukokylmän
mahdollisuuksia tulisi kartoittaa. Lisäksi huoneistokohtaisen ilmanvaihtokoneen
vastuksen käyttöaikaa tulisi mahdollisuuksien mukaan rajoittaa. Jäähdytys- ja
5

lämmitysjärjestelmien yhtäaikaista käyttöä tulisi pyrkiä vähentämään. Lämpöeristyksen
määrä vaikuttaa kylmän ja lämpimän veden käyttösuhteeseen. Käytettäessä
ilmanvaihtokoneen poissaolokytkintä laite ei toimi optimipyörimisnopeudella ja täten
osa säästöpotentiaalista menetetään. Pääosa kiinteistöautomaation energiankulutuksesta
muodostuu asukkaasta riippumattomista tekijöistä, ja riippuu siitä miten järjestelmä on
suunniteltu ja toteutettu. Tämä on havaittavissa asukasmäärämuutosten ja
energiankulutuksen suhteesta. Lämpötilakytkimien käyttöön liittyen havaittiin
ulkolämpötilassa reuna-alue, joka määrittää asettaako asukas viilennystä tai lämmitystä.
Lisäksi havaittiin, että lämpötilakytkintä käytetään kiinteistössä tiettyinä ajankohtina
aktiivisesti kollektiivisella tasolla. Yksittäisen asukkaan huonelämpötilasäätimeen
liittyvä energiansäästöpotentiaali on kompromissi asuinmukavuuden suhteen.
Kiinteistön
kulutuksen
mittaus
on
keino
tarkistaa
miten
hyvin
energiankulutussuunnitelmat kohtaavat toteutuman. Tutkimustuloksena oli, että
energiatodistuksien määritelmät ja toteutuneet energiankulutukset eivät kohtaa. Tästä
johtuen kiinteistöjen energiankulutuksen mittaroinnista tulisi tehdä lakisääteistä ja
kulutukseen liittyen tulisi tehdä aikajaksottainen katsastus.
Avainsanat EEPOS, kiinteistön energiankulutus, kiinteistöpäästöt, ilmastonmuutos,
uusiutuva energia, energia omavaraisuus.
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Introduction
Realised risks in nuclear power energy, population growth, urbanisation and climate
change have increased the pressures to tighten the legislation related to energy spending.
The changes in energy sector business environment have increased the interest into
alternative energy solutions which focus into decentralized energy production.
Due to technological evolution environmentally friendly technologies has emerged. These
include IoT (Internet of Things), smart grids, smart homes and energy storing. Each of
these technologies complement decentralised energy production in their own manner. For
example, it is no longer science fiction to monitor real time energy consumption data on
city block, real estate and individual home level. Smart grids have increased the level of
automation in energy distribution. Therefore, the level of parameters and rules for energy
distribution has been increased. In smart homes it is possible to monitor the number of
persons in apartment, behavioural patterns of residents and health related issues with
sensors. Also several types of energy storing possibilities such flywheels, methanation,
electric batteries and other solutions are used in practice.
In addition, the technology development related to urban wind-, fuel cell-, solar energy,
heat pumps and collecting rain water are far from maturity. The costs per watt of
renewable energy has been steadily declining in the past and has been forecast to do so
also in the future. This development has gone hand in hand with the installed base growth.
(GmbH, 2016), (Lantz et al. 2012), (Cost of electricity by source, 2016), (Union
européenne and Commission européenne, 2010).
Investing into renewable energy on individual consumer level has been in the past
experienced as part of environmental aware actions or act to enhance social or professional
status (Chua et al., n.d.). However, decline in environmental awareness (Mccallum and
Bury, 2013), (Inc, 2016) and attitudes that favour economic growth at the cost of
environment do not support the recently occurred growth in renewable installed base of
decentralized energy production.
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Global anti-nuclear political climate after Fukushima and China’s decision to reduce
emissions has together created scale of economies for renewable energy have enabled the
producers to reduce their product prices. Studies also show that installing renewables into
real estate increase the property value and enhance Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
grading (Adomatis et al., 2015). Recent development has generated competitive ROI for
renewables when compared to other type of investments, which was not the case at 1979
when President Jimmy Carter had installed 1st White House Solar Panels (MuhammadSukki et al., 2016).
In order to respond for the future challenges in energy consumption is not plainly enough
to focus into producing renewable energy. As the production of renewables increase so
does the need to make the consumption more dynamic and efficient.

1.1

Background and motivation
This study is a part of Energy management and decision support systems for Energy
POSitive neighbourhoods (EEPOS) project and it is being funded by the European
Commission under the 7th Framework Programme and runs for a time span of three years:
October 2012 – September 2015 (EEPOS, 2016). The aim of EEPOS is to improve energy
management and create transparency for the residents about the energy consumption
related themes by creating information platform (Pinto-Seppa, n.d.).
System developed in EEPOS merges following aspects which are:


New business models and services.



Neighbourhood level energy management system with open interfaces to the
grids and local prosumers



Information and decision support system for optimising the use of energy beyond
the buildings.



Collaboration tools for engagement and motivation of users utilising new
approaches like social media, serious gaming, crowd sourcing etc. (Pinto-Seppa,
n.d.)

2
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EEPOS pursue the concept of energy positive neighbourhoods. In the project new means
to manage all kind of energy related information is being produced. The energy
management related information flows are presented in figure 1.

Figure 1 EEPOS information model scope (Piira et al. 2012)

The information platform is validated in two demonstration field tests in housing areas:
“Merenkulkijanranta” in Lauttasaari Helsinki and Langenfeld, Germany.
In EEPOS for the user an End-user collaboration tool (ECT) is created. The ECT utilises
resources of ITC-platform via interface presented in figure 2. The actual data transferred
in the interface is case specific for each demonstrator site (Finland / Germany).
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Figure 2 Planned proxy solution (Rasi et al., 2014)

According to plans several type of information will be transferred in the ITC-platform:


Apartment level consumption (electricity, heat, gas, water) data.



Apartment level consumption (electricity, heat, gas, water) data related to other
same kind of apartments (reference data).



Apartment level load shifting data and related costs savings.



Apartment level load shifting data and related costs savings related to other same
kind of apartments (reference data).



Energy demand and price forecasts.



Weather data and weather forecast.



Renewable energy source (RES) related to energy production and its impact on
CO2 emissions.



Other available apartment level measurements such as, inside temperatures,
relative humidity, CO2, etc.



Easy and secure access to change apartment energy saving mode or set points
(for example 1 or 2 hours) in the case of neighbourhood level energy sale. (Rasi
et al., 2014).

The EEPOS project has had several phases (work packages) which are divided into tasks.
The project structure as whole is presented in figure 3.
4
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Figure 3 EEPOS work breakdown structure (Nykänen et al., 2014)

The goals of this thesis are parallel with the task 5.3. This study is focused into executing
work package 5, task 5.3. Examining and modelling the gathered data.

1.1.1

Emission statues
As previously mentioned CO2 is in the focal point of the EEPOS project. The renewable
energy and increasing energy efficiency are means to cut emissions in real estate.
Therefore, potential from such actions will be evaluated. There exist number of emission
related statutes which are presented in figure 4. In order to implement the global emission
reductions agreement such as Kyoto agreement and emission right trading there has been
formed regional and national level agreements.

5
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Figure 4 Emission statutes on governing levels

The Kyoto agreement commit state parties to reduce emissions on general level. The
EU2020 and EU2050 programs have given more precise action plans how much fossil
fuel are replaced by renewables and what type of programs and actions are done on
regional level. The Climate Change Act (CCA) is a legislation on Finnish national which
complement emission reduction goals set in Kyoto agreement and EU-level. The CCA has
following goals: (I) To create framework for climate change policy and its implementation
(II) To create activities to mitigate impact of climate change (III) To motivate parliament
and public to participate into emission reductions. (FINLEX, 2015).
The CCA focuses specifically into sectors which have been outside the emission right
trading. Such as, transportation, housing and agriculture. The legislation contains action
plan and framework regarding emissions. (Cederlöf, 2015).

6
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1.1.2

Real estate's share of national consumption and polluting
The building related emissions can be divided into four categories which are construction
process-, product-, use-, and end of life emissions. The building related emissions sources
are presented in figure 5.

Figure 5 Building related emission sources (McGar, 2014)

The usage related emissions, aka. operational energy, consist of heating- and electricityproduction related emissions. The energy production related data are annually compiled
by Statistics Finland. Also the annual level of sulphur oxide (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx)
and particle emission are metered by the power plants/utility company such as HELEN.
In appendix 1.A and 1.B are presented on national level annual buildings related heating, electricity and heating & electricity emissions.

1.2

Research questions and plan
During the EEPOS, task 5.1 was created to gather data in order to develop energy
consumption baseline. In order to create means to create comparison perspective presented
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in figure 6 the energy measured energy data need to be organised, analysed, refined and
enriched which is the focal point of this study.

Figure 6 Energy consumption baseline and efficiency (Judex et al., 2013)

In terms of economic sciences installing renewables into real estate affect into supply
curve. However, if home is built with smart home technology it provides possibilities to
influence into energy demand. Improving the energy efficiency in home appliances can
be described as passive method to reduce the energy demand. Smart homes and enhanced
building automation can be described as an active method to influence the home energy
consumption. In smart homes for example the home ventilation and heating is adjusted
according to additional parameters given to the system.

8
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Figure 7 The demand and supply curves

In this thesis is focused to analyse the equilibrium situations of energy demand and supply.
Initially is analysed the status quo, which presents point A.
When status quo is analysed then is evaluated the possibilities to reduce the energy
demand and increase of energy supply. The possibilities to decrease energy consumption
is studied by exploring the possibilities to utilise the energy saving potential related into
smart home automation and increasing the efficiency of real estate systems. Regarding
energy supply is studied the potential of micro scale energy production on urban
environment. How much renewable energy can be produced, when, and how it is scaled?
Based to the findings point new equilibrium point B is created for of demand and new
supply. In this thesis the research question is how to present the gathered data in order to
present point A and point B.

9
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The actual research questions regarding the topic are following:


How to model and analyse various type of data with office tools?



How much energy, electricity and water is consumed on subsystem level?



What are the utilities consumption alteration possibilities and what is their
effect?

In order to answer the research questions following analysis are required:


Find proper time resolution and analyse the consumption related data’s



Study utilities consumption reduction possibilities and analyse their impact

The generic hypothesis is following:


2

There exist various methods to reduce utilities consumption

Literature review
The beginning of literature review goes through energy management related topics. There
exist number of point of views regarding environmentally friendly buildings. In addition,
there exist range of possibilities to reduce the consumption of the utilities. In literature
review is also run through living residential conformity: The conformity of residents and
keeping the apartment on certain controlled conditions leads into energy consumption.
In the literature review is introduced renewable energies and the possibilities to harvest
them from the surrounding environment. As there exist seasonal, daily and hourly
fluctuation regarding the renewable energy the possibilities for energy storage are
reviewed. Fuel cells and hydrogen are in number of studies proposed to possess range of
benefits regarding energy such as its ease of scalability, flexibility for used energy. Due
to its potential the rest of the literature review goes through hydrogen and fuel cell related
topics.

10
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2.1

Defining energy consumption of buildings
Nollaenergiatalo.fi (2015) presents that in general energy consumption of buildings are
classified by EPCs. Low-energy consuming houses and their specifications are presented
in figure 8. (Nollaenergiatalo, 2015). However, the energy consumption can be also being
specified by building type. Energy self-sufficiency in buildings as term is quite new one.
Energy-plus-houses are the next evolutionary step in reducing the energy consumption of
buildings.

Figure 8 Low energy
(Nollaenergiatalo, 2015).

consumption

emphasising

building

types.

According to Nollaenergiatalo.fi (2015) the first building types which focused into
reducing energy consumption were called low-energy houses. In low-energy houses the
main focus is to enhance the thermal insulation in order to minimise the heat loss. Further
developed model of highly thermal insulated buildings, an energy-plus-house, is concept
in which energy is produced on site. In such house amount of energy produced on site
exceeds buildings annual energy consumption.
Erhorn (n.d.) argues that the key building blocks for efficient houses are energy-efficiency
and use of renewable energy. The energy efficient components are presented in figure 9.
The most vital key component is thermal insulation since it prerequisite for energy
efficiency that heat loss and energy transfer in building is minimal. In addition, for energyplus-house specifications mandate that all energy consumed are produced on site from
renewable energy.
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Figure 9 Energy efficient building components. (Erhorn, (n.d.)).

Erhorn (n.d.). present that the greatest impact into energy consumption can be made
already on building design phase. When energy efficiency doctrine is followed site and
building placement are carefully considered, and the building is designed by passive solar
doctrine. Building is usually equipped by heat recovery system of exhaust air and waste
water. The building is also some sort own heat and electricity production with minimal
carbon emission footprint. Status quo the on site electricity is produced typically by
photovoltaics or wind turbines, and the onsite heat by ground heat pump. It is not necessity
that building have energy storages for heat and electricity, however it is difficult to reach
self-use of renewables more than 30 % without energy storing. (Positive energy buildings,
2015;Erhorn (n.d.)).
The climate-zone affect greatly into the building energy consumption and renewable
energy harvesting. As an example Luukku-house which is in Finnish climate Zero-energy
building and in Spanish climate energy-plus-house. (Nollaenergiatalo, 2015).
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2.2

Multi criteria for energy-plus-houses
Global Buildings Performance Network organisation (Gbpn.org, 2015) present that the
Energy-plus-houses have multicriteria definition which all should be met. The fewer
criterias are met the less energy efficiency building classification will have (zero-net
building, passive house, low-energy house). The Energy efficiency spectrum and key for
the categories are presented in figure 10.

Figure 10 Energy efficiency spectrum and key for the categories. (Gbpn.org,
2015).
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First criteria require that there exists positive energy balance, building produce more
energy than is consumed on specified timeline; Usually the timeline perspective is one
year in order seasonal variance is taken into account.
Second criteria require that the building has low energy consumption. In order to achieve
minimal energy consumption design methods such as passive design and bioclimatic
adaption are exploited.
Third criteria require sufficient renewable energy production. There must be adequate
amount of renewable energy production year-round, positive energy balance on annual
level is a must.
Fourth criteria require adequate indoor comfort conditions. There must be no compromise
in comfort and living conditions and it must be certified.
Fifth criteria require resilience. Criteria’s from one to four must last for the lifetime of the
building.
Sixth criteria require verification through operation data. There should be verification
method to confirm that aimed performance level is achieved. Performance can be
monitored for example by metering the production and consumption of energy.
Seventh criteria require verification through comparison with similar buildings. The
consumption should be compared to conventional buildings and the lower than normal
energy consumption should be proven.
Eight criteria require footprint verification. The energy production and consumption
should be surplus cover the whole lifecycle of the building. As such it presents a new
factor and point of view which is energy distribution by buildings. (Gbpn.org, 2015).
Similar systematic approach for defining Energy positive buildings have been presented
by other researchers such as Cole and Fedoruk (2015). In addition, some of the
construction industry companies has defined their own energy consumption related
criteria’s (ENCORD, 2016).
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2.3

Room temperature cooling and heating needs
According to Koskelainen et al. (2006) the cooling and heating systems are designed to
keep the room temperature stabile. The room temperature is affected by number of factors
such as number of persons, electrical appliances, insulation of building materials such as
windows, location of building etc. Especially electrical appliances such as TV and
computers increase the need of cooling in premises.
The target temperatures are specified in the national building code of Finland, section D2.
The summer room temperature target is 25 ºC and the tolerance for the target is 1 ºC
(Kalliomäki, 2012). In general, the room temperature has direct health impacts for
inhabitants. According to Torgan (2015) the room temperature affects the human
metabolism and quantity of brown fat in body. Seppanen et al. (2006) have researched the
causal effect of room temperature into the work performance. The human performs in task
is best when the comfort level is optimum. In figure 11 on the left is presented the
relationship between temperature and work performance. On the right in figure 11 is
presented the relationship of room temperature and brown fat.

Figure 11 Relationship between temperature and work performance.
(Torgan (2015); Seppanen et al. (2006)).
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2.4

Renewable energies utilised in buildings
There exist both micro- and macro scale renewable energies which exist everywhere in
the surroundings. Various kind of mechanical-, electromagnetic-, and radiant sources exist
which can be transferred into energy. Some of the energy sources are scalable from micro
to macro scale while some remain only as micro scale level. Utilizing micro scale energies
are called energy harvesting, while utilizing macro scale energies is called renewable
energy usage. Number of researches regarding energy harvesting exist, such as Penella
and Gasulla (2007), Guigon et al. (2008), Yeatman (2009), Matiko et al. (2014), Coxworth
(2014), Wong et al. (2015). In figure 12 is presented micro and macro scale energy
sources.

Figure 12 Micro and macro scale energy sources. (Penella and Gasulla,
(2007)

Although energy harvesting does not provide sufficient level of energy for operating
devices, it is sufficient for powering communication. Increasing amount of sensors in
buildings for example for monitoring energy consumption, or prolonging the life of
rechargeable batteries. Energy harvesting provide solution for long life autonomous,
maintenance free monitoring system. As a sources of energy for energy harvesting are
used indoor solar cells, thermoelectric harvesters, periodic kinetic energy harvester,
electromagnetic wave harvester and airflow harvester. Energy sources can be harvested
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from single energy source or multiple sources simultaneously. The main reason for
multisource energy source harvesting is insufficient energy source duty cycle from single
energy source. (Penella and Gasulla, 2007). Similar multisource renewable approach has
been applied on macro renewable level. As an example of studies can be mentioned Webb
(2007) Gebrelibanos (2013) and Krishnamurthy (2014) which focused to cover energy
needs with renewables on city block and neighbourhood level such. In addition, econeighbourhoods which has been put into practise have had similar approach to utilise
renewable energy from multiple sources. For example, the Kempele eco-village utilises
wind power and renewable biomass (Ekokylä, 2015). Although the eco-village biomass
power plant is equipped with 48 voltage set of accumulators with charge capacity of 6 200
Ah, the eco-village experienced imbalance with own energy production and consumption.
Later on the imbalance was levelled by connecting the eco-village on-the grid. (Koko
kortteli irti verkosta, 2009; Ekokylä, 2015).
In general, most of the renewable energy studies such as Best practices on Renewable
Energy Self-consumption (2015), Hoste et al. (2009), Boehme et al. (2006) pinpoint the
intermittency issue of renewable energy and the importance of reviewing the match of
energy demand with renewable supply. Energy storage is a method to declutch real time
supply from real time demand.
Moreover, researches such as Taufiqul et al. (2013) and Commercialisation of energy
storages in Europe (2015) suggest to evaluate and estimate the feasibility of energy
storages. Furthermore, Commercialisation of energy storages in Europe (2015) suggest
that the bigger the portion of renewable energies without energy storages the greater the
grid scale supply variability will be. In addition, the European study state that the storages
and backup energies must possess quick response speed and renewable energy supply
requires smart grids.

2.5

Heat pump technologies and energy sources for heating
There exist variety of different type heat pump solutions. Each solution has attributes of
their own for cost structure, performance, lifetime, supporting systems such as Seasonal
thermal energy storage (STES) and number of other variables (STES, 2015). Depending
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of the attributes heat pump is the main or auxiliary source of heating or cooling. Usual
heat distribution methods are central heating and warm air heating.
As sources of heating and cooling are used waterways, outdoor air, ground, exhaust air of
ventilation system, and drain-water heat recovery on industrial scale. (Heat Recovery
Systems, 2015; Wastewater heat pumps, 2015)
The most common heat pump type used in Finland is air source heat pump, which
functions as auxiliary heat source. Heat pumps are economically viable solution if the
main heating solution has higher cost structure than air pump, such as direct electric
heating. (Thermia 2006; Energia.fi 2015; Heat pump info 2009; Heat Pump Technologies
2010).
The Coefficient of Performance (COP) is the exchange rate of energy. If COP is 3 then
1kW of electricity created 3kW heating energy. Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) indicates
cooling efficiency factor. If EER is 4 then 1kW of electricity produces 4kW of cooling
energy. Example of good EER number is 3.5. The heat pump performance has to be
optimized to the Nordic environmental conditions. Example of Nordic environment
compatible heat pump are products by IVT, Toshiba and Mitsubishi.
Air heat pump which includes outdoor and indoor unit. The outdoor unit contains battery
(evaporator) that receives heat, automation and compressor. Indoor unit contains a fan
radiator that heats the indoor air. Coefficient of performance (COP) of air source heat
pump declines rapidly when outdoor temperature is ~ -20 ºC or lower and use of air heat
pump is no longer economically sensible. (Thermia, 2006)
Air-to-water heat pump abduct energy from outdoor air which is converted into watercirculated heat distribution system. In usual case air source heat pump is an auxiliary heat
source for oil, electricity or wood and cut heating operating cost in specific favourable
conditions.
Air-to-water source heat pump is introduced in figure 13. In this solution COP declines
rapidly when outdoor temperature reach ~ -20 ºC degrees. (Thermia, 2006).
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Figure 13 Air-to-water source heat pump (Thermia, 2006)

Ground source heat pump (GSHP) extract earth core structure heat sources and solar
energy stored into ground, bedrock or water. Ground source heat pump is usually used as
auxiliary or the main heating system of a home. The most economical solution is to rule
out from the serviceability range extreme weather conditions and scale the heat pump
system to meet 80-90% of the heating need & cover rest with electric resistors or firewood.
The heat pump system is controlled by real-estate automation and is fully automated. The
system usually contains also hot-water boiler and it generates heat for domestic hot water
(DHW) and space heating. Ground source heat pump contains following components:
Compressor, heat exchanger, automation control and pumps for solution and circulation.
At warm season ground source heat pump can be used for cooling. Ground source heat
pump have two installing two different installation methods which are horizontal- and
vertical installation. (Thermia 2006;Energia.fi 2015;Heat pump info 2009;Heat Pump
Technologies 2010).
Lund et al. (2004) present in their research that the GSHP have two instalment methods
which are presented in figure 14. The closed loop heat pump systems (1.) can be built as
vertical borehole heat exchanger system and horizontal slinky heat exchanger. The open
loop heat pump systems (2.) can be built as two-well aquifer heat exchange or open-water
heat exchange. Each of the instalment methods have their pros and cons and the actual
instalment method should be selected site specifically.
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Figure 14 GSHP instalment options Lund et al. (2004)

Heat pump info (2009) reports that approximately 30% of Finnish GSHP installations
harvest the solar energy stored to surface layer of the soil. The benefits of horizontal heat
pump installation are that it does not require boring and therefore it has lower installation
costs. The pipe loop is buried at depth of 0.7-1.2 metres and has length of several hundred
meters. The amount of energy extracted varies by the soil type. Outcrop soil type is the
least efficient for heat/cool extraction. Loam soil type in turn is the most effective one.
30-40 percent of less pipe loop are required in loam soil type than outcrop. In figure 15.
is presented horizontal heat pump installation.
The limitations of heat pump technologies are that it always requires electricity, it is not
maintenance free and it requires some follow up, there exist technical limits for heating.
In addition, groundwater areas and planning regulations set certain limits. Heat pump info
(2009).

Figure 15 Horizontal heat pump installation. (Thermia, 2006)

According to Heat pump info (2009) the horizontal installation can also be made as Water
Source Heat Pump System (WSHP). In estimate 5% of annually installed heat pump
systems are based into WSHP method. The potential energy extraction amount in WSHP
is greater than in GSHP. A suitable installation site can be river, lake, pond or seashore.
The pipe loop is anchored at the depth more than two meters. The water source can be
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used both as source of heating and source of cooling. The heat/cooling production
properties varies according to bottom of the water source, temperature of sediment, and
the flow rate of water. In figure 16 is presented Water Source Heat Pump System.

Figure 16 Water Source Heat Pump System (Thermia, 2006)

More than 60% of Finnish geothermal installations are vertical borehole heat exchanger
systems. The vertical heat has several installation options. For example, the extracted heat
can be collected from soil or groundwater (Heat pump info, 2009). Even existing
infrastructure can be utilised for heat pump use. O’Neill et al. (2015) presents that heat
pump can be also installed into existing standing column well (SCW). In such case the
well can be source of heat, cooling and domestic water. (Heat pump info, 2009; O’Neill
et al., 2015).
The depth of well defines how much heat can be extracted from the well. The geothermal
well can be a shallow or deep. The well can be a deep geothermal well which collect
combination of heat from extract earth core structure heat sources and solar energy stored
into ground. The deeper the well is the bigger the amount of extracted heat energy gets
and greater the portion of heat from earth's core will increase. The rule of thumb in Finnish
soil conditions is that 1kW = 20 meters of depth. In Finnish conditions solar energy is
stored till 10 meters’ depth. Majority of Finnish ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems
are 150-200 meters deep. In figure 17 is presented geothermal well. (Thermia, 2006;Heat
pump info, 2009).
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Figure 17 Geothermal well (Thermia, 2006)

As an end note, several kind of systems exist to extract heat by heat pumps from
surroundings. Depending from the site and chosen heat pump system type different
amount of energies can be extracted. In figure 18 is presented Finland per energy
extraction potential per zone and heat pump system type.

Figure 18 Energy extraction potential per heat pump system (Heat pump
guide, n.d.)

2.5.1

Enhanced geothermal system
As the Geothermal wells have become a daily and conventional technology there exist
demo plants which could be disruptive innovation related to enhanced geothermal system.
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According to Flòvenz (2006) the geothermal fields have three categories. Low
temperature fields have temperature below 100 ºC and they are located in 1-3 km depth.
Low temperature fields are found near sedimentary basins and fracture zones around the
world. Medium temperature fields have 120 - 200 °C and they are located in 1 - 5 km
depth. Medium temperature fields are found in deep sedimentary basins around the world
as well as in volcanic areas. High temperature fields have temperatures from 200 to 350
°C and they are located in 1 – 3 km depth. High temperature fields are found from areas
which have volcanism and plate boundaries.
Flòvenz (2006) mentions that in enhanced geothermal system (EGS) exist huge potential
for distributed small scale electricity production from medium temperature fields in many
countries that could be used for hydrogen production. Flòvenz stresses Iceland as a
candidate for fully renewable energy society. At 1998 Parliament of Iceland decided that
all vehicles and fishing fleet should use renewable hydrogen by 2050. At the same time
was established Icelandic New Energy Ltd which has since its foundation managed a
number of hydrogen pilot projects, consultancy, educational seminars in Iceland. Icelandic
New Energy, (2015).
Kubik (2006) suggest similar approach regarding Alaska, since EGS has large potential
in volcanic parts of Alaska. Hydrogen could be produced in the remote areas and gathered
into load centres’. Kubik estimates that EGS based hydrogen production in total is
approximately several tens of thousands of megawatts. Takeo (2015) argues that in the
field of geothermal energy, Japan’s companies have established a competitive edge when
it comes to the use of hydrogen. Takeo also mentions that at 2014 the Ministry for
Economy and Trade, and Industry’s Council created a “Strategic Road Map for Hydrogen
and Fuel Cells.” Some strategy related projects have already put into practice in projects
which produce hydrogen from geothermal heat. (Japanese project to produce hydrogen
using geothermal energy, 2015) (Geothermal Energy News, 2015)
According to Espoo.fi (2015) first geothermal energy heat plant in Finland. In Finnish
conditions hole which is drilled to 7 km depth will have approximately 100 °C
temperature. (IS, 2015) (Espoo.fi, 2015). Although no conclusive results are not yet
presentable the EGS is very potential renewable energy source.
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2.5.2

Heat recovery ventilation
Heat recovery ventilation (HRV) aka. mechanical ventilation heat recovery (MVHR)
obtain energy from the exhaust air of the building. Heat recovery ventilation is presented
in figure 19. The system is a significant method to cut ventilation related costs. The heat
recovery system also provides several other benefits such as filtering the air from
impurities and humidity. In general terms the HRV keeps at winter heat and humidity
inside the real estate. Vice versa the summer the additional heat and humidity are kept
outside the real estate. Certain HRV devices can obtain occasional temperature efficiency
as high as 105% therefore repayment period is short and emission footprint will be reduced
significantly. (LTO, 2015;Modern ventilation, 2015)

Figure 19 Heat recovery ventilation (MVHR, 2015)

Luukkanen (2009) presents that approximately 30-50% of the consumed heating energy
is used to heat the supply air, in addition MVHR will reduce the need for cooling.
Luukkainen (2009) also mentions that Ministry of the Environment has regulated that
since 2010 all new constructions must salvage minimum 45 % of the energy from the
exhaust air.

2.5.3

Water heat recycling
Washing clothes, washing dishes or taking a shower are all actions related to hot water
consumption. Water pouring to drain contain energy in it. In overall approximately 80-90
% of household energy consumption is related to hot water consumption. Water heat
recycling system preheats the cold water and as a result reduces the energy consumption.
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As an example, showering, washing dishes, or washing clothes preheats the cold water on
its way to water heater. Such system reduces the amount of energy needed for water
heating. Gaze (2014) presents as a result of two year study in UK that the annual savings
per person varies from 380 kWh to 500 kWh. (Gaze, 2014). Horizontal and vertical water
heat recycling methods are presented in figure 20.

Figure 20 Water heat recycling. (Gaze, 2014).

2.6

Heat pumps as source of cooling
The basic concept of cooling process is that the refrigerating plant conducts heat from
cooled premises. The conduction can be realised by utilising vapour compression or
utilising temperature differences in the environment. In figure 21 is presented percentage
distribution of district cooling per production method. The overall production at year 2014
was 191 GWh. In district cooling the supply temperature varies between 6-12 ºC and
return temperature difference to supply temperature from +4 to +10 ºC. The efficiency of
cooling process is being presented by COP-multiplier (coefficient of performance) and
EER-ratio (Energy Efficiency Ratio). (Koskelainen et al. 2006; Kaappola et al. 2013).
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Figure 21 Percentage distribution of district cooling in Finland at 2014
(Kaukojäähdytys, 2014)

The COP-multiplier can be calculated by following equation (1)
𝐶𝑂𝑃 =

ΦK

𝑃

(1)

In which:
COP

Coefficient of performance

ΦK

Thermal current, cold [W]

P

Electric power, [W]
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The EER-ratio can be calculated by following equation (2)
𝐸𝐸𝑅 =

PEV 𝑘𝑊
AV

[𝑘𝑊]

(2)

In which:
EER

Coefficient of efficiency

PEV

Heat exchanger cooling capacity [kW]

AV

Compressor’s electricity consumption,
[kW]

2.6.1

Compressor cooling
The heat pump and cooling compressors have the same technical principles. In overall
there exist some minor component differences, use of refrigerants etc. In state quo
compressor cooling technology both the cooling energy from the evaporator and the heat
energy from the condenser are utilised. The cooling energy is used to cool premises and
the heat energy to heat for example domestic hot water. The utilisation of heat energy is
economically viable even if the real estate has distributed heat. (Maidell, 2015)
Vapour compression is cold steam process, in which cooling effect is based on evaporation
temperature of the circulating substance. Vapour-compressors are usually real estate
specific refrigerating system. Similar systems are used for example in refrigerators. In
vapour compression cooling the heat of cooled premises is brought into the evaporator.
The refrigerant traversing through the evaporator absorb heat and evaporates, which chills
the subject of refrigeration. The evaporated refrigerant is drawn by compressor, which
increases the pressure of the refrigerant.
After the compressor the refrigerant is conducted into condenser where it condenses and
release the absorbed heat. After the condenser is expansion valve, which regulate
refrigerant feed and maintain pressure difference between the low- and high pressure
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halves. In the expansion valve the refrigerant pressure lowers and the refrigerant
transforms into liquid-vapour mixture. Simultaneously the temperature declines.
(Koskelainen et al. 2006).
In order to work the vapour compression process requires circulating substance aka.
refrigerant. Good refrigerant is nontoxic, non-flammability, and stable. The refrigerant
should have suitable evaporation point which is defined according to the used compressor.
Chemically stable refrigerant ensures maintenance free operation. Relative to efficiency
the refrigerant must have favourable heat transfer and flow feature, which mean
minimising heat delivery surface and tubular cross area. The refrigerants are marked by
consistency by a number. As an example of refrigerant is R410A. (Oinonen et al.,
2001;Heino, 2015)
The cooling process can be done direct or indirect cooling circuit. At direct cooling circuit
the evaporator is located at the same location which is cooled, such as in refrigerator. At
indirect aka circuit with medium is two separate circuits which are primary and secondary
circuit. In primary circuit is produced cooling power is conducted via evaporator into
secondary circuits heat-transfer agent. The secondary circuit which distribute the cooling
energy into the cooled premises. Usually the efficiency of indirect circuits are below direct
circuits due to lower evaporation temperature and loss in transmission, but it provides
possibility to cover wider range for distributing the cooling. In large scale cooling
distribution networks the indirect circuit is a necessity. (Oinonen et al., 2001).
Similarly, as the evaporator the condenser can be direct or indirect circuit. In the cooling
circuit the amount of condenser power is significant, in theory according to the energy
balance sum of electricity- and cooling power. In heat pump applications the condenser
power is exploited by conducting the generated heat into distributed heat network. For
example, in Katri Vala district heating- and district cooling create both heating and cooling
power depending from the point of time. The exploitation of condenser power increases
the overall efficiency of the system. (Aittomäki et al. 1992).
In vapour compression process are mainly used five type of compressors which are piston, screw-, centrifugal-, rotary-, and turbo compressor. In piston compressor the piston
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which move back and forth compresses the refrigerant into liquid. Piston compressors are
used in applications below 1,5 kW. Piston compressors are used for example in
refrigerators. In screw compressors the compression is done by a screw and the scale of is
up to 10 kW. The centrifugal compressor impeller pushes the refrigerant towards the outer
rim, from where it conducts towards conductor. The efficiency is high even with small
loads, the required space is small and the centrifugal compressors can be built up to 25
kW scale. In rotary compressors the piston rotates eccentrically pressing the refrigerant to
higher pressure. In turbo compressors the increase of the pressure occurs by impeller,
similar way as pump, which increases the kinetic energy of refrigerant. Turbo compressor
has on large scale applications high efficiency, but on partial power usage output and
pressure generation diminish when compared to other types of compressor applications.
(Koskelainen et al. 2006).
The vapour compression process cooling efficiency factor is dependent from the level of
temperature and size. The vapour-compression refrigeration coefficient of performance
(COP) factors varies from 2,5 to 6. The year-round COP factor is usually smaller than
factor announced by the producer since the temperature when compressor is operated
varies. The temperature of compressors cooling water is approximately 6 ºC which enables
efficient operation of real estate cooling. The benefits of compress vapour-compression
refrigeration are known technology, relatively low investment costs, easy implementation
and possibility to jointly produce heat and cold. Disadvantages of vapour-compression
refrigeration are the environmental harm of the refrigerant and higher operation costs over
district cooling. (Koskelainen et al. 2006).

2.6.2

Free cooling
It is becoming more common that even real estates are utilising heat pumps as auxiliary
heating and source of cooling. In ST1 deep heat case even whole district is planned to heat
by geothermal energy. In figure 22 is presented examples of heat pump usage on real
estate level and beyond.
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Figure 22 Heat pump usage on real estate level and beyond.

In technical terms heat pumps can be used for heating, cooling and it can be equipped with
free cooling feature. The free cooling means utilising low temperatures freely available
from the environment, which results considerable energy saving costs. In Finland above
60 % of year round temperature level is below 10 C, which means free cooling suits well
for cooling in Finland. Free cooling as simplest level is to chill premises with fresh air. At
summertime the free cooling is done at night time when the fresh air temperature is at its
lowest point. The increment of the ventilation and pumping though increase the electricity
consumption. Therefore, the increment of cooling process is efficient when the day and
night temperature difference is sufficient. At mid-summer the night temperatures are high
the night free cooling is not enough to cover the cooling needs. (Kalliomäki, 2007).
When the water ways are utilised in free cooling the cooling process is enhanced.
Especially the seawater temperature remains low even at time when the cooling need is at
its peak, therefore it is ideal source for cooling. Free cooling can be realized with heat
pump which enhances the process and allows to harvest both cooling and heating energy
sources. (Koskelainen et al. 2006).
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HELEN (Helsingin energia) district cooling process is a utilization example of free
cooling. HELEN produces from the district cooling approximately 20 % by sea water,
which is approximately 20 GWh. In figure 23 is presented the process chart of Katri Vala.

Figure 23 Katri Vala district cooling and heating process chart. (Iso-Herttua,
2001).

Benefit of free cooling is that when it is operational the process has high cooling efficiency
factor, low cost energy source and environmental friendliness. (Iso-Herttua, 2001).
When free cooling is used the COP-factor varies greatly, and the factor is case specific to
the site. If Seasonal thermal energy storage (STES) are used to store ice the COP can reach
up to 90. For example, Sundsvall hospital in Sweden which utilises STES the COP-factor
is close to 20 around the year. When waterways or fresh air is used the COP- factor varies
seasonally. In figure 24 is presented seasonal changes of ground surface temperatures.
Similar kind of seasonal changes of temperature occur as well for waterways. However,
the waterway temperature changes are more complex. Regarding waterway temperatures
must be taken into account number of factors such additional heat sources and heat losses,
evaporation, dilution of heat layers and heat transfer by convection. Therefor waterway
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cooling & heat source analyses must be always done site specifically. (Stewart,
2013;Haapala, 2015).

Figure 24 Seasonal ground surface changes per depth. (Leppäharju, 2008).
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2.6.3

Compressor cooling at case site
In Merenkulkijaranta each real estate (7 pcs) is equipped with cold water stations (CGIWxxx) with free cooling feature from Chiller Oy. In figure 25 is presented from bird eye
perspective schematics of Merenkulkijaranta cooling main.

Figure 25 Schematics of Merenkulkijaranta cooling main, LVI L70010 4008.
Rev E

In appendix 2 and 3 is presented schematic of Merenkulkijaranta sea water pumping and
cold water station supply & return per real estate.
In figure 26 is presented Merenkulkijaranta sea water pumping and cold water station
circuit per real estate. Real estate specific cold water stations contain two cooling circuits.
Real estate specifically each circuit is operated either with one or two parallel scroll
compressors. Cooling circuits with two compressors have more precise partial load
precision. The condenser which is plate type is indirect, as it is pre-cooled by seawater.
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The sea supply and return is in ringed network. Also the evaporator is plate type and
indirect, the cooling is conducted into cooled premises by closed water circuit. The
compressor is equipped by evaporator pump and condenser pump. Used refrigerant is
R410A. Cold water stations are equipped with soft starters. Cold water stations are also
equipped with readiness for tele monitoring & remote service. However, tele monitoring
& remote service are not enabled.

Figure 26 Merenkulkijaranta sea water pumping and cold water station
circuit per real estate.

2.7

Photovoltaics electricity
At the moment photovoltaics markets are dominated by monocrystalline- and
polycrystalline silicon. The market dominant solar cells belong into the first generation of
solar cells. The second generation of solar cells are based into Thin film solar cell
technology (TFSC). In the second generation of solar cells are utilised wider range of
production materials. The third, emerging generation of solar cells is also based into thin
film and the operational principle differ from the two previous generations. In figure 27 is
presented The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) solar cell conversion
efficiencies dating back to 1976. (Madsen, 2015).
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Figure 27 NREL, Best Research-Cell Efficiencies (NREL efficiency chart,
2015;Explanatory notes for cell efficiency records, 2015)

Solar panels are composed from 40-100 solar cells which are usually in series.
Technicalities such as production processes, efficiency, reliability, heat tolerance,
production costs and life cycle varies for each solar cell generation. The actual selection
of what solar cell type is used choice between price and efficiency.
Luque (2003) presents that solar radiation is never in constant state. In order to compare
different type of solar panels standardised evaluation methods are needed. For comparing
solar panels, standards such as Standard Reporting Conditions (SRC) and Standard Test
Conditions (STC) are developed. With the standardised measuring approach, the
efficiency of solar cells type is defined. In figure 28 is presented SRC and empirical
conditions.
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Figure 28 SRC and empirical conditions. Luque (2003).

Solar cell efficiency varies greatly according to conditions. Due to the simplifications
regarding the solar cell standardisation the actual empirical efficiency is not identical with
the measure values under standardised conditions. Based on measurements conducted on
SRC conditions can be created I-V curve which indicates technical operating values for
solar cell / solar panel. I-V curves are used as comparison tool between different type of
solar cells. Luque (2003).

Figure 29 I-V curve. Luque (2003).
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From technical perspective solar cells are highly complicated systems and in actual use
there exist number of variables. There exist indications that the third generation of solar
cells could in the future with this far lowest cost - efficiency ratio. (Feldman et al., 2014;
Luque 2003). Solar panel performance can also be improved by concentrating solar power.
For concentrating solar light techniques related to optics are used. In figure 30 is presented
PS10 mirror tower, ß.torics system and solar trackers. The purpose of such systems is to
reduce the negative effect into efficiency from constantly changing conditions. The actual
gains such systems depend from wide range of variables and is highly complex and
technical topic.

Figure 30 Top left PS10 mirror tower (Chapa, 2015), top right ß.torics system
(Atkin, 2014), bottom left single axis solar tracker (Solar Tracker, 2015),
bottom right multi axis solar tracker, (Solar Tracker, 2015).

Kylili et al. (2014) Presents that regarding the electricity production from solar panels it
is important also to remember the nature of light, solar light can be concentrated and some
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of the light is diffuse and cannot be exploited without additional procedures. In addition,
the favourable collection area for solar power in buildings is a limited one by roof top area
and size of area facing the south, also electricity consumption depends from the features
of the building such as number of stores and inhabitants.

2.8

Building integrated PV /T
In figure 31 is presented a conventional roof-top installation method for solar-panels.
However new type of installation methods and concepts are emerging. Kylili et al. (2014)
present in their research an alternative installation method for solar panels: In buildingintegrated photovoltaics (BIPV /T) concept the traditional building materials are replaced
by construction materials which produce both electricity and/or hot water.

Figure 31 Solar panel system and panel alignment. (Johnson, 2012).

BIPV /T materials has the capability to provide dual functional building materials. BIPV
/T materials have both envelope and power & heat generation function. The idea in BIPV
/T material usage is to reduce the life-cycle and overall cost compared to conventional
building materials. In BIPV /T materials special attention must be paid to rear ventilation,
cooling and water-draining. BIPV /T materials are categorised by the cell and module
type, architectural integration, type of building, mounting technology and the function of
the integration. Kylili et al. (2014). Erhorn (n.d.) presents that BIPV /T systems are
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capable of contributing regarding the buildings net zero energy goals and regardless in
which climate zone building exist.

2.9

Wind power in urban environment
Wind is kinetic energy of air in motion. Wind turbines convert the kinetic energy into
electricity. The direction of wind flow can be uniform or prevailing. Wind flow’s where
is least resistant, therefore wind flows in a linear fashion on lower altitudes in open space
areas such as coastal areas than in inland. (Ragheb, 2014;Eklund, 2012).

Figure 32 Wind flow and turbulences. (Ragheb, 2014;Eklund, 2012).

In urban environment at the edges of flow obstacles the air flow can be up to two fold
compared to undisturbed flow. Vice versa on the lee side wind flow is reduced to half.
When wind faces obstacles, during the change of path forms turbulences. In turbulence
areas the kinetic energy is disturbed and dies out, therefore windmill which convert kinetic
energy should be placed above the turbulent area. (Ragheb, 2014;Eklund, 2012).
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In general, the influence of friction from the ground and obstacles is greater the lower the
altitude is. The obstacles in environment can be scaled by wind roughness scale (0-3). The
higher the grade the less beneficial is to convert kinetic energy into electricity. As an
estimate increase of 10 meters in height increases the power by 37 %. In figure 33 is shown
the wind speed as a function of the altitude. (Ragheb, 2014;Eklund, 2012).

Figure 33 Wind speed a function of altitude. (Ragheb, 2014;Eklund, 2012).

Into the wind speed is also related causality. The flow of wind is not the same during at
the day and a night time, it also varies seasonally. However mainly it is environment
specific what is the actual profile of the generation graphs. In figure 34 is shown hourly
and monthly generation of wind power.
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Figure 34 Monthly and hourly wind production profiles. (Hoste et al., 2009).

It can be seen from the graph that there exist both hourly and monthly variability. Hoste
et al. (2009) suggest for such cases should be taken under consideration the possibility to
level the supply and demand related differences. Hoste et al. (2009) propose as primary
solution to level the intermittency issue of solar and wind by utilising multiple renewable
energy sources with complementary intermittencies. Hoste et al. (2009) mentions as such
geothermal and hydropower. Hoste et al. (2009) additionally present as secondary solution
that energy intermittencies can also be levelled by energy storage that is capable to level
daily bases short term storage intermittency, and long term storing intermittency on annual
level. In addition to the variability, availability and magnitude there exist also other factors
such as Cost of electricity by source (2015) which should be taken into account regarding
renewable energies.

2.9.1

Urban wind turbine models
In previous chapter was discussed that obstacles such as buildings create turbulences
which build up long before the actual barrier. Ragheb (2014) presents as a solution to the
problem that wind turbines installed on top of roof on urban area should have minimum
mast height of five meters or higher. Ragheb (2014) remarks that the solution however
raises up new issues: Adding such projection equipped with rotating part has significant
effect into vibrational dynamic loading, noise generation and possibility for collapse. The
propellers of wind turbine may also form icicles during winter time or come off when it
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is operating at top speed. In addition, in case the mast is too low and the wind turbine is
under influence of turbulence it increases the need of maintenance for both turbine and
building.
Ragheb (2014) presents that due to number of technical factors urban area wind mill
installations face additional challenges, which should be mitigated. Spring pads and
reinforced structure reduces mechanical issues, however more important is to focus into
selecting case specifically most suitable turbine types.
Tong (2010) presents that wind turbines can be categorized by their capacity and turbine
type. Ultra-large wind turbines have capacity above 10MW. Large scale wind turbines can
have capacity above 1MW, medium size turbines are scaled from 100kW to 1MW, small
turbines are lower than 100kW and micro turbines produce less than 10kW. Wind turbine
types are categorised into horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) and vertical axis wind
turbines (VAWT). VAWT have two sub categories which are Savonius and Darrieus
model. In figure 35. is presented horizontal wind turbine models.

Figure 35 Horizontal wind turbine models. Catalogue of European Urban
Wind Turbine Manufacturers (2006)

Traditionally wind turbine markets have been dominated by HAWT’s. The main
conceptual difference between HAWT and VAWT is that VAWT are not equipped with
a yaw system since their vertical rotors are able to front the wind from any direction. Their
self-rotation gives the blades a clear direction of the air flow. In urban environment is
atmospherically unstable, the wind direction and speed changes often which affect into
HAWT capability to collect power.
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Several studies suggest that vertical turbines fit better into the urban environment due to
wind conditions in urban environment (Wharton et al. 2012), noise levels, design, safety
issues, and higher efficiency per area of land (Dabiri et al. 2010). In addition, Mertens
(2011) stresses the importance to measure and chart turbulences in the potential turbine
installation site! In figure 36 is presented VAWT models. Ragheb (2014).

Figure 36 Vertical wind turbine models Catalogue of European Urban Wind
Turbine Manufacturers (2006)

2.9.2

Experimental wind turbine applications and aerodynamics
According to Mertens (2011) there exist three aerodynamic principles which are presented
in figure 37.
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Figure 37 Three aerodynamic principles. (Mertens, 2011).

As status quo most of the urban wind turbines at the moment are installed on top of
buildings, above the turbulent area. Mertens (2011) introduces as a more advanced
approach to the wind turbine placements an architectural design in which the whole urban
environment and the building is designed according to the aerodynamic principles,
focusing to concentrate the wind in surroundings into the turbines. As a case example of
such design approach can be given Bahrain WTC, Strata SE1 in London and Pearl River
Tower in Guangzhou, China.

Figure 38 Buildings and urban environment designed according to
aerodynamic principles. On left Bahrain WTC, on the middle Strata SE1,
Pearl River Tower Guangzhou, China. (Mertens, 2011).

Although the first wind turbines were built already at the end of nineteenth century the the
methods and models of converting the kinetic energy into electricity are developed by
accelerating pace. New shapes of wind turbines are emerging continuously (Barnard,
2013). Even the basic construction of HAWT’s are still improved. Some of the new
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concepts meet their promises and some do not. Barnard (2013) reminds that in wind power
exist number of limitations which must be taken under consideration.
In figure 39 top-left is presented wind lens from Ohya, (2014) which increase wind speed
by 1,3 - 1,5 fold. On top-right of figure 39 is presented idea where wind turbine
infrastructure has multifunctional purpose. In the concept wind turbines are integrated into
road infrastructure. (Chapa, 2007).

Figure 39 Emerging wind turbine technologies

In figure 39 bottom left corner is Skystream (2015) which promotes that the wind turbines
can be built as hybrid systems. In hybrid systems the components and energy productions
complement and the components possess multifunctional features. The conceptual idea is
based on expectation that when is windy is cloudy and when it sunny it’s calm. According
to manufacturer the hybrid approach increases energy production and offset changes in
energy production compared to fixed mount system. In figure 39 bottom left is presented
hybrid PV-wind turbine tracker.
According to Bittumon et al. (2014) the combination of magnetically levitated (maglev)
Savonius and Darrieus vertical axis wind turbine have many advantages over an individual
darrieus or savonius rotor. In integrated multi turbine unit the turbines complement each
other’s performance in which case it can produce higher amounts of power compared to
individual Savonius or Darrieus rotor. A combined Savonius and Darrieus vertical axis
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wind turbine is presented in figure 39. In addition, new shapes for turbine use turbines are
introduced such as nautilus shape presented in figure 39 bottom right corner.
(Dearchimedes, 2015).
Novel broad-minded new concepts for converting kinetic energy into electric energy are
being developed. Some of concepts have workable ideas that can be further developed
into something which can be used on wider scale. However regardless of the wind turbine
design the main principle in wind energy is that the higher the altitude, the better wind
condition for power production is.
Moore (2010) from NASA presents that in high altitudes the wind speed can be eightfold
compared to surface level. In addition, Moore (2014) presents that part of the airborne
turbines concept is to use them as atmospheric Satellite which will reduce the life-cycle
and overall cost significantly. In addition to power generation the atmospheric Satellites
could be used for multifunctional tasks such as telecommunication and monitoring. The
multi functionalities would reduce the unit's overall costs (Watanabe, 2015). Bilaniuk
(2009) argue that airborne tethered wind generators are capable to harvest the energy
located in the high altitudes. In addition, Goldstein (2013) suggest that the cost structure
of airborne wind turbines could be 10 times less expensive than a wind turbine of a
comparable average power output. Goldstein (2013) present that less infrastructure
reduces building overall costs. On top of figure 40 is presented demo models of airborne
wind turbines.
However not everyone agree that airborne wind turbines are best concept to harvest high
altitude energies. Sheerwind (2015) presents that most viable solution is to channel the
winds from the heights by funnel and generate electricity on ground level by multiple
turbines aligned in series. On bottom of figure 40 is presented Invelox wind funnel.
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Figure 40 High altitude wind power harvesting concepts. (Cherubini et al.,
2015;Sheerwind 2015).

2.10

Energy demand management
Energy demand management article (2015) presents that the energy demand management
is divided into three categories which are increasing the efficiency, demand response and
dynamic demand.
The increase of efficiency in general mean that same tasks are performed as before, but
with less energy is consumed as a result energy consumption is reduced permanently. The
efficiency increase can be achieved as an example by using more energy efficient
appliances. Efficiency effect can be also achieved by rationalising the real-estate
automation by minimizing simultaneous heating and cooling and designing energy
efficient systems. Guerster (2013) presents that in general simultaneous heating and
cooling by design is still very common.
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The demand response is preventative or reactive action for change the time point of used
energy. The demand response can be done automatically for real estate automation devices
or on individual level when consumer choose to change its consumption behaviour.
Energy demand management article (2015).
The dynamic demand response aims to increase diversity factor of the load. The load
diversity is created by delaying or advancing the load by few seconds. Energy demand
management (2015).

2.11

Energy management by storing
Pleßmann et al. (2014) present that the energy needs on global scale can be met fully by
renewable energies with appropriate mix of energy production and energy storage
technologies. In figure 41 are presented the grid concept of energy- production and
storing.

Figure 41 Energy production and storing mix Pleßmann et al. (2014)

Although switching into full scale renewable energy consumption is far from the status
quo it highlights the importance of the energy storing and relative short lifetime & cost
ratio of batteries. Pleßmann et al. (2014).
The future role and challenges of Energy Storage (n.d.) present that the importance of
energy storing in future energy network cannot be emphasised enough.
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Renewable energy production output is unpredictable on daily and seasonal level. There
also exist intermittency and variability in the production. As the energy policies redirect
the centralised energy production towards dispersed renewable energy production the
complexity and challenges of matching demand and supply increases. Usually the demand
peak and electricity produced by photovoltaic or wind are a mitch match by their nature.
Regarding renewable energy, it is vital to increase the effectiveness of supply and demand
management.
According to Bajor (2007) the traditional electricity grid is built according to provide
100% serviceability. The serviceability is created by building extremely high power
excess capacity by power stations. The excess and backup energy increases the overall
costs as there exists uncertainties regarding the renewable energy sources there exist total
costs reduction potential by utilizing energy storages.
The future role and challenges of Energy Storage study presents that when the intermittent
renewable share is lower than 15% to 20 % of the overall electricity
consumption, the grid operators can compensate the intermittency. This is not the case
when the share exceeds 20-25%. In addition, one-hour error in forecast of renewable
energy generation create energy need from 5 GW to 7 GW. Energy storages are needed to
fulfil the gap. In other words, stable fully renewable grid cannot exist without energy
storing. In addition, the share of renewable energy will stay relatively low without energy
storing. The future role and challenges of Energy Storage (n.d.).
Minner (2012) argues that the energy storages are key element towards sustainable
development and they enable decoupling of renewable energy production from specific
time. The energy storages reduce uncertainty of availability of renewable energy &
fluctuation. There exist number of aspects regarding the energy storing such as the length
of time and technological solutions.
Luo et al. (2015) present that the actual the energy storing needs varies and for covering
the needs has been developed various type of storing technologies. As example the
electrical energy storages (EES) have number of value propositions such as: (I) assist
meeting peak electrical load demand, (II) enabling time varying energy management, (III)
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mitigation the intermittency of renewable energy production, (IV) developing power
quality/reliability, (V) encounter remote and vehicle load needs, (VI) assist the smart grid
realization, (VII) assist management of distributed and standby power generation, (VIII)
decrease off-site electricity imports of peak demand hours. Energy storage applications in
more detail level are presented in appendix 4.
In figure 42 is presented overview of existing energy storage technology categories on
main categorical level and examples of the main categorical technological solutions. In
addition to the technologies presented in the figure 42 exist advanced versions of the
presented technologies such as Liquid Air Energy Storage (LAES) and Advanced
Adiabatic CAES (AA-CAES)

Figure 42 Existing energy storage technology categories. Luo et al. (2015).

The technological features are different for each main categorical energy storage category.
As the energy storage capabilities and features vary per category the vary within the
categories as well. For example, the power- and energy density ratio are main attributes
which define the physical size of the storage for an energy storing application. Luo et al.
(2015).
Luo et al. (2015). presents that other significant ratio related to energy storing is the
specific energy and specific power ratio in which the higher the power and energy are the
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lighter the energy storing system will be which has direct impact into mobility of the
storing unit. The energy- and power density comparison & specific energy and specific
power comparison are presented in figure 43. Volume & weight factors are presented in
more detail in appendix 5 and 6.
In addition to features presented in the figure 43 the nominal discharge time duration
dictates the energy storing capabilities. The storing features presented in the figure 43
indicates the type of applications energy storing devices can be applied. Discharge time
and various other technical features of energy storing are presented in appendix 7.
Luo et al. (2015). suggest that the time ranges are grouped into three classes per discharge
time at the rate power. The energy storing capabilities of various applications are
presented in figure 43.
The discharge groups are following:


Less than one-hour discharge time (flywheel, supercapacitor & SMES)



Less than 10 hours discharge time (small-scale CAES, Lead-acid, Li-ion, NiCd,
ZnBr, PSB),



Longer than 10 hours discharge time (large scale CAES, liquid air energy
storage, VRB, solar fuel, fuel cell and TES).
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Figure 43 Power rating and energy capacity comparison with discharge time
duration at power rating. Luo et al. (2015).

Luo et al. (2015). presents that as in any storage also energy storages face inventory losses.
The self-discharge occurs in thermal storages by heat transfer losses, in compressed air
storages by air leakages and in batteries by electrochemical losses. Regardless of the type
of energy storage type they always encounter self-discharge with some scale and
magnitude.

2.11.1 Forecasted role of hydrogens as energy medium
Zhang et al. (2015) different kind of energy storages technologies possess pros and cons.
As an example of drawback for Li-ion batteries is the thermal adaptability which restricts
the usability of electric batteries. According to test conducted by AAA Automotive
Research Center in Southern California the battery electric vehicles (BEV) driving range
is reduced by 57 % in very cold weather and 33% in extremely cold weather.
Zhan et al. (2015) remark that the driving experiences of Tesla Model S indicates that
during the night when the temperature is below zero the driving range fells significantly
faster than during the day time. In addition the charging is restricted by the temperature
conditions, if the Li-ion battery temperature is below freezing point it cannot be charged.
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The optimal driving temperature range for BEV is from 15 C to 24 C. The driving range
variations per temperature are presented in figure 44.

Figure 44 Driving range variations per temperature. Zhan et al. (2015).

Zhan et al. (2015) remarks that as status quo the electrical grid, fuel grid and thermal grid
are coordinated separately from each other. Zhan et al. (2015) propose that all energy
networks are merged into single energy network which is based into hydrogen. Hydrogen
based grid would support the increase of renewable energies share in energy distribution
(Schiller, 2014).
In appendix 8 is presented grid scale examples how the renewables could be part of the
integrated energy network in future. In addition, the appendix 9 and 10 present grid chart
for producing hydrogen from conventional energy sources. The concept in which the
electricity is converted into gas is called power-to-gas (P2G). Utilising compressed
hydrogen as energy medium instead of electricity has benefits over batteries such as the
temperature related issues in batteries and higher energy density in compressed hydrogen.
Zhan et al. (2015).
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In addition, other type of hydrogen based energy mediums being proposed. Japanese
Chiyoda corporation has created substance which is in liquid form in normal temperature
and pressure (Okada et al., 2013; SPERA Hydrogen, 2015). In overall wide range of
solutions exist for hydrogen storing exist which are on main categorical level: physical
and chemical storing. In figure 45 is presented hydrogen storing methods. (Hydrogen
production, 2006; Hydrogen storage, 2015).

Figure 45 Hydrogen storing methods. (Hydrogen Storing, 2015)

In figure 46 is presented Methylcyclohexane is aka. Spera Hydrogen Gravimetric and its
volumetric content.
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Figure 46 Gravimetric and volumetric content of hydrogen. (Okada et al.,
2013; Hydrogen storage, 2015)

In general, there exist variety of ways to produce hydrogen. The primary source can be
renewable electricity or heat, nuclear, or low heat content fossil fuels such as brown coal.
As a benefit regarding hydrogen production from fossil fuels is that the actual emissions
from the energy consumption are located elsewhere. Such solution provide cities become
low-emission zone (Low-emission zone, 2015) even if the energy origin is fossil based
and regardless the size of city.

2.11.2 Generating hydrogen by electrolysis
As status quo the existing room for improvements in electrolysis process. As the calorific
energy content of Hydrogen is approximately 39 kWh/Kg. When the inefficiencies are
taken into account in the process, it takes >50 kWh of electricity to generate 1 Kg of
Hydrogen. (Electrical Power Generation from Hydrogen Fuels, 2007;Development of
Water Electrolysis in the European Union, 2014;Hydrogen Energy Storage, 2015)

Depending from the current and used electrolytes and the electrodes materials the
conversion efficiency of the electrolyser for hydrogen creation varies from 60 % to 80 %.
(Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union, 2014)
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When primary usage of electrolyser is to store electricity from wind or solar power the
whole conversions process efficiency must be taken under consideration. The round trip
efficiency electricity to hydrogen and back to electricity aka. coulombic efficiency is from
30 % to 50 %. As state quo in commercialised fuel cells the coulombic efficiency is higher
for battery technology. Due to the above mentioned technological limitations the cost of
electricity from re-electrification is approximately 40 €/MWh higher (spot price + 4
c/kWh) than the average spot price for the electricity. In addition, the electricity price
should be in minimum ~40 €/MWh in order electrolysis would be viable storage solution.
However, the forecasts predict that year 2030 the cost of hydrogen electrolysis drop down
to: 2.3–5.0 €/kgH2. In general, regarding the electrolysis technologies there exist number
of factors which each effect into the performance in which fashion the fuel cell is built.
The factors are presented in figure 47.
(Electrical Power Generation from Hydrogen Fuels, 2007; Development of Water
Electrolysis in the European Union, 2014).

Figure 47 Fuel cell performance factors. (Development of Water Electrolysis
in the European Union, 2014)

2.11.3 Technological perspective of fuel cells
The world’s first fuel cell was invented at 1838 by inventor Christian Friedrich Schönbein,
in addition at the same point of time Humphry Davy and William Grove were
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experimenting with the fuel cell technology. In figure 48 is presented the operational
principle of fuel cell. Although the operation temperatures, and other features varies the
main concept in fuel cells remain the same.

Figure 48 The operational principle of fuel cell. (Types of Fuel Cells, 2015)

There exist wide range of fuel cell types. At the moment there is conducted research
regarding fuel cells on wide range to topics such as energy production, energy storing and
building materials etc. As few examples of topics which are researched and developed are
photo electrochemical cells (PEC) (Casey, 2013), hybrid power station solutions,
regenerative fuel cells such as solid oxide regenerative fuel cell (SORFC), Zinc Air Fuel
Cells (ZAFCs), and Microbial Fuel Cells (MFCs). Existing innovations such as noble
metal free electro catalysts are matured towards commercialisation (Ranjbar Sahraie et
al., 2014; Types Of Fuel Cells, 2015; Zhang et al., 2015).
In addition, technologies such as low temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (LT-SOFC) are
already in market introduction phase are developed further also MFC technology based
products market entry has begun (Fuel Cell Energy, 2015). MFC technology can be used
for example pairing wastewater treatment plants.
The LT-SOFC is expected to have noteworthy market share on various uses such are CHP
(combined heat and power), CCHP (Combined Cooling, heating and Power), range
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extender for EV-vehicles and auxiliary power unit (APU) which is used in all type of
vehicles. In figure 49 is presented the world’s first commercial LT-SOFC (Mick,
2014;Casey, 2013).

Figure 49 World first commercial LT-SOFC unit. (Redox Power Systems
products, 2015)

Although the prices of latest (e.g. Redox power system) commercialised LT-SOFC’s are
multiple times lower than the previous SOFC generation, the operating price is not yet
competitive with the conventional energy sources. However, there exist reasons why the
technology has lot of research focus. Some of the LT-SOFC main features are presented
in appendix 11 and 12. As can be seen from the appendix 11 the SOFC technology has
advantageous (W/Kg) & (W/cm3) ratio. In appendix 12 is presented the modularity of
SOFC components. For example, similar size module used for car energy needs, can also
be used for private home level energy needs. (Dunn et al. 2011). In addition, SOFC’s are
able to consume flexibly various types of fuels. (Redox Power Systems products, 2015).

2.11.4 Multifunctional and complementing energy usage
If the hydrogen achieves greater role as energy medium, there exist possibility for the
vehicles to complement the real estate related energy management. Since the smart
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hydrogen grid is presented as integrator of electricity- heat- and fuel grid the components
used in vehicles are capable to serve various types of needs for smart hydrogen grid, such
system is called as vehicle-to-grid (V2G). For example, when the vehicle is being used
the excess heat can be used for domestic usage. In addition, the vehicle functions as
auxiliary energy storage for the renewable energy and additional source for electricity and
heat. As a benefit can be also mentioned that by using renewable based energy for
transport the consumers’ overall emission footprint is reduced. In appendix 13 is presented
chart which demonstrates the possibilities to integrate the vehicle to complement the realestate energy management. (Cao and Alanne, 2015). Although in appendix 13 is presented
PEM-fuel cell similar V2G approach can be applied for example for SOFC- APU devices.

2.12

Summary of the literature review
Energy efficiency dictates real estate’s capability to become low energy building. There
exist range of measures to reduce real estate’s energy consumption to minimal. However
most of the energy efficiency measures must be decided already in design phase. (Erhorn,
(n.d.).
In the surroundings exist wide range of renewable energy sources. The size of the energy
sources varies from micro to macro scale. (Penella and Gasulla, (2007). From the
renewable energy can be created heat, electricity or both at the same time. The macro scale
renewable energy options can be categorized into heat pump, solar thermal collector
photovoltaics and wind power solutions. Each of the main categories contain wide range
of designs and implementation.
The price of photovoltaics building integrated solutions and panels are forecasted continue
to decline. In addition, much effort is invested to harvest wind power from urban areas.
Both in solar and wind power production the production fluctuates and the supply and
demand do not meet each other in optimal manner. The energy storages declutch real time
supply from real time demand. Each energy storing method have unique set of features
with pros and cons. In addition, the storage specific features and technologies are utilised
for case specifically.
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In order to increase the utilisation rate of renewables the demand and supply intermittency
problem must be solved. As a solution for the intermittency problems have been proposed
battery storages and gas to power (G2P) & power to gas (P2G) reformation. (Shimbun,
2014). As the energy storing prices are forecasted to drop significantly for fuel cells
(Zhang et al., 2015), lithium batteries (Jameson, 2015) and other energy storing related
devices. In addition, the technology related to energy storing is far from mature
development stage. On laboratory level new records are set on monthly bases and new
type of solutions are tested successfully (Ullah et al., 2015; Liu, 2015). As the hybrid
solutions have shown their worthiness with the conventional technology it has been
speculated that the hybrid solutions are used with the emerging technologies as well.
On grid scale hydrogen is seen as solution which could cover comprehensively thermal,
electricity and fuel needs. However as de facto, no individual EES are able to cover all
energy storing needs due to the different capabilities that individual solutions possess.
Therefore, it is very likely that as even though technology develops any kind of “killer
app” is not going to be developed for energy storing.

3

Empirical research and analysis
Some of the material and findings presented in the empirical part have been used in
EEPOS publications D4.5 and D5.3. Citations to those documents are not widely used in
empirical part text since all material presented in the empirical part is created by thesis
work.
In the empirical part first is modelled the hierarchal structure of sub meters. From each of
consumptions are created models from can be seen sub meters’ mutual relationship and
the relationship to the main meter. The suitable time resolution of models is adjusted by
trial and error method. In addition, from each of the utilities consumption are modelled
additional information if seen useful. More over if and when parallel utilities meters exist
meter differences are compared. Furthermore, from consumptions are prepared
consumption profiles from which can be seen hour specific consumption per day of the
week. Consumption profiles are taken from three sampling widths which present heating, cooling-, and overall periods.
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Each of the apartments are equipped with room temperature control unit (RTCU) switch,
and a room operating panel. Both of them are used in analysis.
Electricity consumption is analysed by energy management related methods on
neighbourhood level. The aim of the energy management is to identify potential electricity
consumption deduction potential. The realised electricity consumption is evaluated by
how much renewable based hydrogen should be produced by electrolysis. Further more
similar evaluation is done for electricity consumption which is reduced by energy
managed methods. Moreover, regarding hydrogen is evaluated renewable energy need for
fuelling hydrogen car. The weather station related data will be modelled according to data
modelling related best practices. Weather data is also used to evaluate the onsite renewable
energy production scale of magnitude.

3.1

Real estate utility prices
There exist number of utilities for building. In population centres it is even obligatory by
the area's building plan to use some utility services such as district heating (Klemettilä,
2009). As a benefit regarding onsite resource production is that it reduces resource
transmission distances which potentially reduce emissions regarding resources
transmissions. The benefits of using utility companies’ services are the carefree services
and economics of scale (Vanhanen, 2008).
In appendix 14 are presented the utilities charges at 2015. Regarding the district cooling
the price is always the same as district heat summer price.
In addition to the energy charge there exist connection fee which is case specific. In
connection fee is taken into account power consumption rate and real estate related
features such as consumption profile and distance from distributed cooling grid. (Helen
kaukojäähdytysmyynti, 2015).
The utility fees are used in weather station data analysis section as resource estimator for
potential harvesting. Tough it is important to keep in mind that the resource value do not
take into account the needed investments for harvesting system.
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In chapter 2.9 it was discussed about hydrogen as energy medium which can be used allinclusively as source of electricity, heat and fuel. Therefore, hydrogen is included into
energy analyses. Regarding hydrogen is analysed how much fuel can be self-made and
what the monetary and utility values approximately are. However, the technological
solutions of such production must be built by specialized companies such as ITM Power
or H2 Logic A/S. (ITM Power, 2015; H2 Logic A/S, 2015).

3.2

Collecting metadata to data points
At the beginning of consumption analysis there merely list of 1200 pcs of measurements
which were integrated into cloud service (KlyyssiDatapisteet @ JACE, 2015). The initial
task in data sorting was to categorise the measurements from the data list. Building
automation system measurements were listed into Excel-sheet and additional metadata
regarding each listed measurement were gathered. As a source of information for the
metadata were used Building automation positioning instructions (2014), building
automation drawings, and electrical drawings. Each of electricity meters were named by
specific coding. The key for the data point code is presented in appendix 15 A case
example of individual measurement with collected metadata is presented in appendix 16.
The initial starting point regarding the data is presented in appendix 16 by italic.
As the data integrated into the cloud service were categorised and inventoried chart of
main- and sub categories were drawn. The data categorisation was done in alignment with
Building automation positioning instructions (2014) rules. Organised and categorised
main- and sub meters and other measurements are presented in figure 50.
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Figure 50 Main- and sub categories of real estate automation data integrated
into cloud.

3.3

Utility meters’ hierarchical structure
The utility companies charge the overall consumption of the real-estate, therefore the
charged electricity and district heat are ideal and recommendable baselines when overall
electricity consumption from sub-systems are began to understand as a whole. In table 1
is presented list of utilities overall consumption reports.
Table 1 List of utilities overall consumption reports

Utility type

Utility company

Monthly

consumption

reports
Water

Helsinki

Region Lassila & Tikanoja

Environmental

Services

Authority HSY
District heat

HELEN

Lassila

&

Tikanoja,

&

Tikanoja,

HELEN
Electricity

HELEN

Lassila
HELEN
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Cooling

Seawater

cooling,

self- -

sufficient
In appendix 17 is presented the hierarchical structure of electricity metering. As can be
seen from the appendix the electricity base lines are HELEN and Lassila & Tikanoja
reports which present overall consumption of electricity on real estate level.
Each of the meters belong into certain type of hierarchical structure. In the case real estate
exist three main distribution rooms which are RK1, PK+KKA, and KKB. Each of the main
distribution rooms are equipped with electricity meters of specific real estate subautomation systems such as outdoor illumination, sewage systems, ventilation etc. As can
be seen there exist only one subtotal electricity meter (H901EM01_2) which is located in
RK1 distribution room.
The hierarchical sub metering structure of district heat energy-, cooling energy-, overall
water-, hot water- and cool water consumption are presented in appendix 18. From the
appendix can be seen that alongside electricity consumption metering similar hierarchical
metering structures exist as well in other utilities consumed in the real estate. The utilities
overall consumption reports can be received as requested from administrator of the
condominium.

3.4

Consumption data processing models
In the data analysis were used multiple types of data analysis methods. The applied
methods were dependent from the nature of the data itself. In the analysis of the data the
data were managed as presented in appendix 19. In the appendix the headings marked by
italic is data management method which was utilised in TU-E2090 - Research Assignment
in Operations and Service Management study. The topic of the study was statistically
evaluated the weather impact into human behaviour. In appendix 20 and 21 are presented
the queries structure in Access database.
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3.5

Modelling the Heating and cooling circuits performance
In the temperature related data aggregation had two main steps. The first step was to create
time baseline that covered the whole sampling width and gathering the circuit specific
data from individual Excel sheets to same sheet and row. The cooling and heating
temperature value gatherings on hourly level were timestamp based searches. Example of
Excel

formula

used

to

collect

the

values

is

following:

=IF(ISNA(VLOOKUP(I4793;Sheet3!$I$2:$M$488;4;FALSE));"";VLOOKUP(I4793;S
heet3!$I$2:$M$488;4;FALSE))

In the second phase each of the heating and cooling circuit temperature values of the
supply and return were aggregated from the temperature from hourly level into daily
average level. In appendix V is presented the formulas for separating time specific factors
from the timestamps.
In order for aggregating the circuit specific daily averages second day specific time
baseline was created. The day and circuit specific aggregation is presented on detail level
in figure 51.

Figure 51 Day and circuit specific temperature aggregation

3.6

Heating and cooling circuits performance
The real estate heating system has several circuits which serve different types of heating
purposes which were previously presented in figure 50. The initial point in data analysis
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was to evaluate from the sampling the general performance of the heating and cooling
systems. In evaluation were used two types of data:


Data from the real estate automation



Data from the energy utility supplier

The temperature averages of heating and cooling circuits are presented in appendixes 23,
24 and 25. In appendix 23 is shown in overall view of each cooling and heating circuits
supply and return temperature average per day of the year.
As can be seen from the appendix 23. When each system is presented in graph
simultaneously the readability of the graph diminishes. Therefore, the analyses were
partitioned into heating and cooling circuits graph and heating subsystems specific graph.
In the cooling and heating graph was compared the data from real estate and from the
energy utility company in sampling width from 26.6.2014 to 21.12.2015. The energy
utility company provide two types of reports from its portal, which are: 2-week sampling
width with an hour specific consumption data and 6 months sampling width with a day
specific consumption data. Helen sävelplus Login (2015). Both of the energy company’s
data’s were aggregated into same level with the rest of the real-estate temperature data’s.
From the appendix 23 can be seen that the real estate specific data regarding the main
meter of heat consumption there is no remarkable difference with real-estate and utility
company specific metering values:


100TE41_supply, 100TE42_return



HELEN 2wk /h supply & return



HELEN 6kk/ d supply & return.

Additionally, from the graph can be seen that the data is logically consistent: The supply
temperature is higher in heating circuits than the return temperature. Vice versa in cooling
circuit the supply temperature is lower than the return temperature. Furthermore, from the
graph can also be seen that the chilled beam is multi-functional, during the heating period
the chilled beam participates into heating. However according to the system supplier the
heating feature is not enabled. Moreover, worthwhile noticing is that the supply and return
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temperatures of fan coil is very close to 1:1 which could mean calibration of the system is
in order. Regarding the data from HELEN can be noticed that the data is fragmental for
some unknown reason.
In appendix 25 is presented heating subsystems specific graph. The findings from the sub
system graph are very much same as from the heating and cooling circuit graph X: The
data is logical and the supply temperature (dash line) is higher than the return temperature,
there exist temperature differences per heating circuit, the lower the outdoor temperature
is the higher the circuit temperature gets. In addition, the lower the outdoor temperature
sets the greater gap between supply and return temperature increases.
Regarding the TE41 the data recording was interrupted at 2015-02-10 14:00:00.00. Later
at 2015-03-05 03:45:00.00 the recording was continued with different name. The
timestamp and dataset names of the interruption are presented in table 2.
Table 2 Timestamp and data set names

Timestamp

Data set name

>=2015-02-10

https://ba.vtt.fi/obixStore/store/Klyyssi/103TE41/query/

14:00:00.00
<=

2015-03-05 https://ba.vtt.fi/obixStore/store/Klyyssi/103TE41_mittaus/query/

03:45:00.00

3.7

Modelling the hot and cold water consumption
The hot water and overall water consumption aggregating on same level has three
distinguishable phases which are presented in appendix 26 and 27. The first step is to
create into each sheet frame structure into which can be used multi criteria sum function.
Second stage is to collect from each sheet hour specific consumption into baseline sheet
and sum apartment specific consumptions to real estate level. The third stage is to
aggregate hour specific consumptions to monthly level.
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3.8

Hot water consumption and consumption profiles
As presented previously in appendix 18 the water consumption is metered for hot water
consumption (201VM02) and overall consumption (201VM01). Furthermore, the hot and
cold water is also being measured on individual apartments on hourly level. For the graph
each of the individual hourly meters’ values were summed-up and aggregated on same
evaluation level with other types of measures. In addition, both the energy utility company
HELEN and property maintenance company L&T reports the overall usage of water in for
district heat. The hot water related consumption graph is presented in figure 52.
HELEN provides two kind of district heat water usage reports which are: Sampling width
6 months with a day specific resolution and sampling width of 2 weeks with an hour
specific resolution. Regarding the specific site, the energy utility company has agreement
that the district heat water flow is ~ 2m3/h. HELEN provide from their portal hour specific
degree of capacity utilization percentage for water flow. The m3 water flow per hour for
hour specific report can be calculated by multiplying the utilisation percentage by 2m3/h.
In the day specific report, the equation for used water amount is (2m3/h *24h) *degree of
capacity utilization percentage.

Figure 52 Hot water related consumption graph

As can be seen from the figure 52 the majority of the real estate related water usage builds
up from district heat related usage. It is also notable that there is no difference with
HELEN 6kk/d, HELEN 2wk/h and L&T water reports at 2015/11. However, before that
in the past 2 months there were minor variance. As can be seen from the graph the district
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hot water usage magnitude is much greater than the domestic hot water consumption.
Therefore, in order to visualise the variance of time unit based measurement differences
in the figure 53 the district hot water consumption was removed.

Figure 53 Hot water consumption per time unit based measurements

As can be seen from the graph the hourly sum up of individual apartments for hot water
consumption is almost one to one with day specific consumption values. The week and
month based consumption differ both from the short term measurement and from each
other. The effect of the temperature can be speculated that during warmer periods less hot
water is being consumed than in cold periods. However, since the real estate is newly built
and is experiencing heavy migration the most important factor, number of residents should
be taken into account before making conclusive judgement from the data.
In the appendix 28, 29 and 30 are presented 7 days & 24h profile for the domestic hot
water consumption. The profiles are created for three sampling widths which are: Winter
(1.12.2014 - 28.2.2015), summer (25.06.2015 - 31.08.2015) and overall (29.8.2014 21.12.2015). Number of things can be identified from the profiles such as, the
consumption profile is double humped: The greater hump exists at morning and minor
hump at evening. It can be speculated that the water consumption is related into domestic
evening and morning activities by residents. When the time of the peak water consumption
is looked more closely it can be concluded that there exist approximately 3 hours lag in
the consumption information versus timestamp since the morning peak is located in 10
am. Furthermore, there exist clear difference between the weekday and weekend day
consumption profiles. Furthermore, less hot water is consumed during the summer period.
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However, each of the findings are speculative ones. In order to prove them statistically
valid methods such as linear-, or nonlinear multi regression should be used.

3.9

Overall and cold water consumption and consumption profiles
As presented previously in appendix 18 the water consumption is metered for hot water
consumption (201VM02) and overall consumption (201VM01). Furthermore, the hot and
cold water is also being measured on individual apartments on hourly level. For the graph
each of the individual hourly meters’ values were summed-up and aggregated on same
evaluation level with other types of measures. In figure 54 is presented the overall water
consumption meter result of measurement for hourly, daily, weekly, monthly intervals
which have been aggregated to monthly consumption level. The overall water
consumption meter (201VM01) contains public premises and private home water
consumptions. When the overall water consumption metering values are compared it is
notable that when private home water consumption monthly sum ups are not continuously
the lowest metered water consumption figures. Therefore, it is plausible that the meters
should be calibrated. However, in is notable that there exist cases that the water utility
company do not get water consumption values annually from administrator of the
condominium at all and the company charges by estimated consumption.

Figure 54 Overall water consumption meter result of measurement for
hourly, daily, weekly, monthly intervals

In the figure 55 is presented cold water consumption on monthly level. The cold water is
not directly measured by any meter, but the monthly values can be calculated by two
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methods. First method is to sum up of hourly individual apartments consumptions which
is aggregated to monthly level. Second method is to subtract the quantity of hot water
from the overall water consumption.

Figure 55 Calculated cold water consumption on real estate

From the figure 55 can be seen that there exists systematic difference with the two
measurements. Due to its systematic difference it is likely that calibration of the meters
would be in order.
In figure 56 is presented comparison of overall water consumption of the real estate and
the amount of rainfall to the real estate’s 700m2 roof. From the figure can be seen that
during the winter periods the rain snowfall is quite low and the demand exceeds theoretical
supply during January - March. On annual level the rainfall is on surplus side when
compared to annual demand.
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Figure 56 Comparison of overall water consumption of the real estate and
the amount of rainfall to 700m2 roof.

In figure 57 is presented the hot and cold water consumption in relation to outdoor
temperature. From the figure can also be speculated the effect of heat to cold water
consumption: Increase in heat intensifies cold water consumption. Vice versa decrease in
heat intensifies the hot water consumption.

Figure 57 Hot and cold water consumption in percentages with relation to
outdoor temperature

In the appendix 31, 32 and 33 are presented 7 days & 24h profile for the overall water
consumption. The profiles are created for three sampling widths which are: Winter
(1.12.2014 - 28.2.2015), summer (25.06.2015 - 31.08.2015) and overall (29.8.2014 21.12.2015). Since the overall consumption follows the hot and cold water mixture ratio
presented in figure 57 the consumption profile is more or less the same shape as hot water
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consumption profile and profile related findings are identical with the hot water profile in
appendix 30. Only difference with the cold water and overall water consumption is the
scale.

3.10

Energy consumption and consumption profiles
In appendix 34 is presented the energies consumed on daily average in cooling and heating
circuits. The figure is quite illustrative and number of things can be seen. First of all, the
energy used in domestic hot water circulation increases beyond actual water consumption
when outdoor temperature is close to zero C or below. The domestic circulation is a
continuous source of energy around the year. During the heating period the loss of heat
simply increase heat bill. During the cooling period it is also nuisance for cooling. In
addition, similar continuous around the heat source is heat circuit for public places (102).
Regarding the cooling circuits number of findings can be made. The amount of cooling
energy by fan coil unit network is more or less on same level as energy used for floor
heating (101). The chilled beam radiates more cooling energy than the fan coil unit,
however even if fan coil unit and chilled beam cooling energies are totalled the heat energy
from heat circuit for public places (102) remains greater.
In figure 58 is presented the overall energy consumption per heating and cooling circuit.
From the figure can be seen that greatest energy consumer is floor heating grid, second
biggest is sanitary cabin heating, tertiary is heating of common spaces and quaternary is
hot water circulation energy.
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Figure 58 Energy consumption distribution, sampling width 1.7.20141.2.2015

In figure 59 is presented the heat consumption totalled from heat energy meters, amount
of energy billed by utility company and amount of cooling energy used per month. As can
be seen from the figure the total of heating subsystems is practically same what is being
billed by the utility company. Regarding the cooling circuits, the volume of energy volume
is more or less on same level as energy used for heating.
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Figure 59 Cooling and heating measured by real estate automation & heating
energy billed by energy utility company in relation to outdoor temperature.

3.11

Electricity consumption and consumption profiles
In figure 60 is presented the electricity consumption from all sub meters. The sub meter
marked with yellow dash line is electricity consumption from the sea water pump station.
The seawater consumption should be evaluated with all the real estates in the seawater
cooling network. The H901EM01 electricity meter do not belong into same hierarchical
structure with the rest of the electricity meters. In appendix 35 and 36 is presented the
electricity consumption per main distribution room.
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Figure 60 Overall energy consumption per submeter

When all the electricity consumptions were totalled and compared to the billing of
electricity utility company it was learned that the biggest electricity consumption point
H901EM03_6_ were not metered. However, H901EM03_1_ is in technical sense very
close

to

H901EM03_6_

consumption.

Therefore,

consumption

values

from

H901EM03_1_ were copied to present also H901EM03_6_ consumption. In figure 61 is
presented the electricity billed by utility company and total of the sub meters.

Figure 61 Electricity billed by utility company and total of sub meters
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In appendix 37 and 38 are presented on monthly level the electricity consumption value
of sub meters. From the appendix 37 and 38 can be seen that for few months the amount
of energy used for cooling systems is very close to the amount of generated cooling
energy. Such finding indicate that the heat pump process is far from optimal level and
further actions to investigate the matter should be taken. In addition, the ventilation related
systems consumes steadily significant amount of energy. Furthermore, from appendix 37
and 38 may be seen that the increase in outdoor temperature increase the overall electricity
consumption.
From the figure can be seen that there exist two grand scale electricity consumers’ systems
which are sub meter H901EM04_1_ which consumption profiles are presented in
appendix 39,40 and 41 and H901EM03_1_ which consumption profiles are presented in
appendix 42,44 and 44.
In appendix 45 and 46 are presented the overall electricity consumption per real estate
automation system during cooling and heating season. As can be seen from the pie chart
during the cooling season the greatest electricity consuming system is ventilation system
and a second biggest is the cooling system. During the heating season the consumption
remains the same, however percentage for ventilation is far greater.

3.12

Resident behavioural mechanisms and data processing models
In order to extract from each RTCU-switch each file switch file were edited by formulas
presented in appendix 47 and at (Five Minute Lessons, 2016).
Changes per RTCU-switch were extracted by case specific build macro tool.
When each individual RTCU-switch change was listed on one sheet the changes were
standardised by change ranges. After that additional information such as change specific
weather data were added per change row. Data’s were combined by timestamp
identification.
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3.13

Remote temperature control unit
The rooms in the real estate are being equipped with remote temperature control units
(RTCU-switch). There exist two type of heating circuits which can be altered by the switch
which are room heating circuit 101 and sanitary heating circuit 103. In figure 62 is
presented the distribution of the switches per heating circuit.

Figure 62 RTCU-switch types distributed by circuit type

Number of things were analysed regarding the RTRCU-switch. Initial analysis was to
estimate how often the switches are used in general. This was defined by comparing the
number of changes per apartment into the sampling length which was in in total 311 days.
However already in this was put into doubt the solidity of some of the data since it is
questionable would someone change switch position daily every 15 minutes even at the
middle of the night. In figure 63 is presented number of changes per apartment 101 circuit.
In figure 64 is presented number of changes per apartment 103 circuit.
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Figure 63 Number of changes per apartment 101 circuit

Figure 64 Number of changes per apartment 103 circuit

Next from RTCU-switch data was analysed which way the switch usage was distributed
per month for sampling width 21.6.2014 - 28.4.2015. In figure 65 is presented monthly
distribution per switch position for circuit 101. In figure 66 is presented monthly
distribution per switch position for circuit 103.
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Figure 65 Monthly distribution per switch position for circuit 101

Figure 66 Monthly distribution per switch position for circuit 103

Both from the figures can be seen that the distribution of switch positions loosely follow
seasonal changes related logic (hot at summer, cold at winter). However, the distribution
is not so foreseeable as could be expected. Therefore, further analysis regarding the
temperatures are in order.
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In figure 67 is presented the switch changes per outdoor temperature for circuit 101. In
figure 68 is presented the switch changes per outdoor temperature for circuit 103.

Figure 67 Switch changes per outdoor temperature for circuit 101

Figure 68 Switch changes per outdoor temperature for circuit 103

When the outdoor temperature is taken into consideration at the time of switch use the
results could indicate that there exist faulty use regarding the RTCU-switch use. By faulty
usage is meant that individual turns the switch position into incorrect direction in order to
receive heat stress relieving effect from the system. Faulty use occurs also if not enough
time (ramp-up) is waited for the change to take full effect when already additional changes
are made.
In figure 69 is presented switch changes per indoor temperature for 101 circuits. In figure
70 is presented switch changes per indoor temperature for 103 circuits.
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Figure 69 Switch changes per indoor temperature for 101 circuits.

Figure 70 Switch changes per indoor temperature for 103 circuits.

In the indoor graphs first thing to notice is the maximum temperatures when RTCU-switch
has been used. Other interesting thing is the equal distribution of increasing and decreasing
of heat till >26 ºC. Such results raises questions about is RTCU-switch used as actually
intended and is the wiring and calibration done to the units accordingly.
In figure 71 is presented categorisation per length of use for 101 circuit. In figure 72 is
presented categorisation per length of use for 103 circuit.
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Figure 71 Categorisation per length of use for 101 circuit.

Figure 72 Categorisation per length of use for 103 circuit.

When switch usage specific dates are copied into date baseline which covers each day
from the sampling width and data is sort by smallest to largest date it shows that the switch
usage is clustered into some specific seasons with certain setting tendency. In figure 73 is
presented the RTCU-switch on collective level.
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Figure 73 Collective usage of the RTCU-switch

In figure 74 is presented on weekly averages ambient conditions in relationship with
RTCU-usage. From the figure can be seen that when RTCU-switch changes are
aggregated to weekly average level clear pattern emerges from the relationship between
outdoor temperature and the switch changes. When outdoor temperature is in range < 9,5
C, > 15 C the switch usage is less uniform.
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Figure 74 On weekly averages ambient conditions in relationship with RTCUusage.

3.14

Room operating panel
Each of the apartments are equipped with room operating panel which have home, away,
intensified and night modes. Regarding the panel first was studied similar usage related
topics as with RTCU-switch. Initial analysis was to estimate how often the switches are
used in general. This was defined by comparing the number of changes per apartment into
the sampling length which was in in total 311 days. In figure 75 is presented the room
operating panels usage distribution. In figure 75 and 76 is presented how the usage of the
switch modes are distributed on real estate level.
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Figure 75 Room operating panels usage distribution.

Figure 76 Switch mode usage distribution.

Next was analysed the number of changes in time perspective. The number of changes by
time category is presented in figure 77. In figure 78 is presented the length of time per use
mode.
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Figure 77 Number of changes by time category

Figure 78 Length of time per room operating mode

Last was analysed in which fashion the operating panel changes were distributing. In
figure 79 is presented room operating panel’s time categorical use distribution.
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Figure 79 Room operating panel’s time categorial use distribution

3.15

Introduction of weather stations data
The real estate is equipped with weather station (Vaisala WXT520) which collect number
of weather related observations. Number of observations were compared with
meteorological institute observations. In figure 80 is presented weather station observation
differences.

Figure 80 Weather forecasts from meteorological institute

When the weather observations were compared it turned out that Merenkulkijaranta,
weather station observations were lacking calibration certificates, observations were
fragmentary, and sampling was not covering the beforehand decided sampling width. In
addition, similar issues were found from Harmaja and railway station observations. The
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observations also varied by number of degrees though the stations were 13 kilometres
distance from each other’s.
When regional weather station observations were acknowledged, first observation to be
analysed was the air pressure data. The declining air pressure indicates increasing rain,
wind and in general worsening weather conditions. The increasing air pressure indicates
dry and tranquil weather. Air pressure graph from Merenkulkija region is presented in
figure 81.

Figure 81 Air pressure graph from Merenkulkijaranta weather station.
Sampling width: 09.09.2014-09.09.2015

After air pressure graph was created temperature-humidity graph. The combination of
temperature and humidity data can be utilised for optimising building ventilation design
and operation. The temperature and humidity data from Merenkulkijanranta is presented
in figure 82.
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Figure 82 Temperature and humidity graph from Merenkulkijaranta,
sampling width 9.9.2014 - 8.6.2015

From the figure 82 can be seen that the sampling is less than year, however already from
this sample can be recognised seasonal changes of weather conditions. Next was analysed
the monthly cumulative rainfall (mm) and monthly average temperature which are
presented in figure 83.

Figure 83 Monthly cumulative rainfall (mm) and monthly average
temperature
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When Finnish annual rainfall is compared in global statistic, a bit surprisingly in Sweden
and Denmark the rainfall is greater than if Finland. Moreover, the rainfall in United
Kingdom is double to Finland. Next analysis was focusing into charting the potentiality
of wind and solar irradiance in overall. Solar irradiance and wind speed sum per month
are presented in figure 84.

Figure 84 Solar irradiance and wind speed sum per month

From the figure 84 can be seen that almost half of the year solar irradiation is very low
until it explodes into exponential growth. Such low irradiation means that capacity
utilisation remains in ~50 % which means in production related terms poor performance.
Other notable thing in graph is that the wind and solar energy complement each other.
In wind energy the energy production potential is much more complex thing in which has
to be taken under consideration number of things. In figure 85 is presented how the wind
speed is distributed by wind speed and what sort of wind speeds occur per month.
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Figure 85 wind speeds distribution and occurrence per month

Yet another issue in wind power planning is to chart which way the wind speed is
distributed per direction such chart is called wind rose. Merenkulkijaranta wind rose is
presented in figure 86.
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Figure 86 Wind rose graph from Merenkulkijaranta data

Wind rose graph is essential part of selecting right type of wind turbine model for the site.
The pattern provides information for example is the wind type prevailing or uniform. From
the figure 86 can be seen that majority of the wind blow is from 135° to 292,5°. Most of
the wind blow come to the measurement is distributed into 180-degree angle. Since the
wind blow resembles uniform wind the recommended wind turbine types for the case are
Vertical Axis
Wind turbine (VAT) and spiral axis wind turbine (SAT) have low noise level, low risk of
icicles, and low cut in speed.
Also the solar irradiation was analysed. In figure 87 is presented cross check of Kumpula
weather station and Merenkulkijaranta. The analysis presents that the solar irradiation is
significantly higher than in meteorological institute measurements in Kumpula weather
station. In addition, Finnish environment solar irradiation statistics are in alignment with
Kumpula observations. Moreover, the Klyyssi weather observations are not full year.
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Figure 87 Solar irradiance differences between Merenkulkijanranta and
Kumpula weather station (top) and solar irradiance sum per month in the
weather stations

Due to number of issues in the Klyyssi and other weather observations in the energy
calculations were used observations from meteorological institute, Kumpula weather
station. In figure 88 is presented Solar irradiance data from Kumpula weather station on
day and month level for year 2014.
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Figure 88 Solar irradiance data from Kumpula weather station, sampling
width: 1.1.2014 – 31.12.2014

3.16

Energy harvesting by piezo electrics
As presented previously in chapter 2.4 there exist number of ways to obtain renewable
energy from the environment. Even hydrostatic pressure changes create minimal amounts
of energy which could be obtained. However, some of the energy sources in the
environment are very small and are no use for large energy needs such as real estate
automation use. However small energy sources are useful in some applications.
Furthermore, several studies regarding the topic have been made. (Guigon et al., 2008;
Wong et al. 2015). As a case example is presented the potential of harvesting small
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amounts of kinetic energy by piezoelectric. With standardised size or rain drop with
r=1,5mm and velocity speed of 4,5m/s² was used into the rain data equations 2-7 which
are presented in appendix 48 and 49. The results of the calculation is presented in figure
89. In reality each rain drop size and speed varies. (Rhett, 2011; Kaplan, 2007).

Figure 89 Piezoelectric energy harvesting potential kWh per month from
700m2 roof area

Even though the rain drop would be very big and with higher velocity speed the kinetic
energy obviously is not source of abundant energy. However, the results are surprisingly
big.

3.17

Energy harvesting by Pico hydro power
When the rain hits the roof small amounts of energy is released in the impact. After the
impact raindrops create water mass which contains potential moving energy that depends
from the difference of height. There are existing studies to harness the hydropower from
rainfall (Coxworth, 2014; (Bailey, 2009). When the rain hits the roof the growing water
mass can be conducted into rainwater pipe which is equipped with Pico hydro turbine.
The 𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 of ~ 16 meters height building is approximated by 0,7 multiplier as 11,2
meters. Into the weather station rain data is applied the appendix 48 equation 2 and
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appendix 50 equation 8. The results of the Pico hydro power calculation are presented in
figure 90.

Figure 90 Pico hydro turbine harvesting potential kWh per month from
700m² roof area

The results of Pico hydro turbine are surprisingly big; however, the result is quite
theoretical since in the calculation is theorised that all the rain water is channelled in
orderly fashion out from the roof via single supply pipe. In addition the 𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 is just
a plain estimate.

3.18

Solar power analysis
In previous figure 88 was presented the solar energy potential per square meter. In figure
88 the energy source potential is being scaled for 300 m2 roof. In the photovoltaics power
production calculation is used equation 9 and estimate that the coefficient of efficiency is
high (17%).
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Calculating the photovoltaics power production (9)
Wh

𝑊

E ( m ) = 𝑃 (𝑚2 ) ∗ 𝑡(ℎ)
2

(9)

In which:
E(Wh/m²)

Energy produced in hour per square meter

W/m²

Watt per square metre

t(h)

Time, hour

Figure 91 Solar irradiance kWh potential estimation from Kumpula weather
station for 300m2 roof.

Figure 91 clearly indicated that energy production even with large covered has very low
production potential nearly half of the year.
In appendix 51 and 52 are presented the energy production profiles for winter and summer
season. From the figures can be seen the energy magnitude difference, production
fluctuations per hour.
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3.19

Wind power analysis
In figure 92 is presented wind power production potential for radius of 1-meter blade. In
the wind power production calculation is used equation 10 which locates in appendix 53.

Figure 92 Wind power production potential for radius of 1 meter blade.

From the figure 92 can be seen that there exists sturdy baseline production regardless of
season. However, the energy production fluctuates per minimum and maximum in
multiples.
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In figure 93 is presented wind power production potential for radius of 4-meter blade.

Figure 93 Wind power production potential for radius of 4 meter blade.

When comparing figure 92 and 93 can be seen that if the size of blade is increased the
energy production increases multiple times. However, as the size of turbine increase so
does the mechanical load, vibrations and noise which may turn out a problem especially
on urban areas. In appendix 54 and 55 are presented the wind power production potential
calculations for 1.12.2014 - 28.2.2015 time period. As can be seen from the figures the
wind energy production is not seasonal or hour of the day specific. However as previously
discussed in (wind power) chapter 2.9.1 there exist challenges for urban wind power
production. Tuomivirta et al., 2015.
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3.20

Seawater cooling analysis
As previously mentioned in chapter 2.6.3 in the Merenkulkijaranta site seawater is used
as condenser for cooling circuit compressor. If the seawater is cool enough, and conditions
are favourable it is plausible that free cooling feature is enabled. The benefits of the heat
pump can be evaluated by COP factor or Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER). The EER is
presented in appendix 56 equation 11. The concept of the EER is to present the ratio how
much energy is put into cooling or heating process and how much is the benefit. For
example, if EER ratio is 3 then 1 MWh of electricity produces 3 MWh cooling energy.
The Merenkulkijaranta EER number are presented in table 3.
Table 3 The EER values in various sample widths

Sample width

EER

1.6.2015

29.6.2015

1,86

1.8.2015

24.8.2015

1,31

1.6.2015

24.8.2015

1,51

5.12.2014

24.8.2015

1,44

The disadvantage of the EER calculation is that the ratio is only taking under consideration
periods when the compressor is running. In other words, it does not take into account the
potential free cooling periods. The free cooling is possible when seawater temperature is
<= 15 C. Tough dozens of valve positions are recorded into server the free cooling valve
positions are not recorded. Due to lack of valve position recording of free cooling into
cloud service the benefits of free cooling remains speculative. In figure 94 is presented
the relationship of solar irradiation, cooling energy-, and electricity consumption. From
the figure can be seen more explicitly how the EER ratio deteriorates swiftly when solar
irradiation increases. The results are in alignment with findings of Tuomivirta et al., 2015
EEPOS task 5.3.
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Figure 94 EER deterioration in relationship with solar irradiation

3.21

Energy saving potential by residential participation
The room operating panel has home, away, intensified and night modes which alters
apartment specific Pingvin Eco ECE l/s return and supply flow settings. In this chapter
was estimated how much energy savings could be achieved by room operating panel use.
First was selected from the ground plans LVI 307- LVI 300 ventilation unit with average
sized l/s values in order to get most realistic kind of results. In order to simplify the
problem two kind of cases were compared to each other “always home” versus “always
away”. Home and away l/s values were input into Enervents Energy Optimizer program.
In appendix 57 is presented the Enervent Energy Optimizer results. (Energy Optimizer,
2016). In order to define Ventilation heating energy net need for both always home and
always away cases first was calculated monthly average power recovered by heat recovery
device after that was calculated temperature after heat recovery. This was do calculating
the net energy need for both “always home” and “always away” separately. Both cases
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were calculated by applying equation 12 presented in appendix 58, equation 13 presented
in appendix 59 and equation 14 presented in appendix 60.
In evaluation turned out that then the actual net benefit of the room operating panel were
evaluated due to setting motors outside optimum load. The results of the evaluation are
presented in figure 95 As can be seen nearly 25% of potential energy saving is lost since
in lower speed motor is outside optimum load.

Figure 95 Room operating panel net benefit evaluation

3.22

RTCU-switch cooling energy potential
The effect of RTCU-switch for cooling is evaluated as simplified case in which one switch
would control all the apartments temperature deflection. From the figure 59 can be seen
that during the cooling period energy used for cooling were ~ 20 MWh per cooling month.
Motiva presents that each centigrade is approximately 5 % in heating costs. During the
period the mean value of RTCU- switch was ~+0,15 degrees. Such setting can be
identified as source of minor energy consumption: Compared to neutral setting cooling
energy saving is approximately (0,05*0,15 C)*20 MWh= 150 kWh per cooling month.
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If each resident would allow temperature to increase maximum 2,5 celsius the amount of
saved energy would be
(0,05*2,5)*25 MWh= 3 125 kWh per cooling month. (Sisälämpötila, 2014). The results
are in alignment with findings of Tuomivirta et al., 2015 EEPOS task 5.3.

3.23

RTCU-switch heating energy potential
The effect of RTCU-switch for heating is evaluated as simplified case in which one switch
would control all the apartments temperature deflection. From the figure 59 can be seen
that the peak of heating energy consumption is approximately 50MWh. Motiva presents
that each centigrade is approximately 5 % in heating costs. During the heating season the
mean value of RTCU-switch was +0,5 ºC. Compared to neutral settings 0 ºC the RTCUswitch forms additional energy consumption (0,05*0,5)*50MWh=1,25 MWh per heating
month.
If each resident would allow temperature to decrease 2,5 ºC the amount of saved energy
would be
(0,05*2,5)*50 MWh= 6,25 125 kWh per heating month. (Sisälämpötila, 2014). The results
are in alignment with findings of Tuomivirta et al., 2015 EEPOS task 5.3.

3.24

Solar thermal collector analysis
According to thermal collector producer single unit of model TP-69C vacuum tube
produces annually approximately 2300 kWh. In addition, the producer states that one unit
of tube requires 6,9 square meters’ installation space.
If (300m2) roof space is used for tube installations up to 43 pcs of tubes can be installed.
When maintenance and installation space are taken under consideration the potential
installation number is reduced to 35 pcs. On annual level the potential renewable energy
production is 35 pcs * 2300 kWh = 80,5 MWh/a. The results are in alignment with findings
of Tuomivirta et al., 2015 EEPOS task 5.3.
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3.25

Load shifting and demand response
In theory various type of consumptions can be advanced or postponed if there exist benefit
of such action and the action itself do not reduce for example comfort level in living
conditions. Therefore, there exist speculative earning possibilities by delaying and
advancing consumption. The load shifting potential and earning possibility in the
boundaries of realised values were calculated by trapezoidal method presented in
appendix 61, equation 15. Same method was used by Tuomivirta et al., 2015 in EEPOS
task 4.5.
In appendix 62 on top is presented one of the biggest energy consumptions with biggest
consumption fluctuation in the real estate which is ventilation energy consumption for
apartments A001-A012 (H901EM03_1). H901EM03_6 measurement point which
measure ventilation energy consumption for apartments B13-B032 is almost identical
with H901EM03_1. Each of the apartments are equipped with apartment specific
ventilators. Every ventilator contains 400W heat resistor which is always mostly on.
In appendix 62 on lower picture, at primary axis is presented the consumption profiles
minimum (min if) and maximum (max if) value per hour. On secondary axis is presented
the theoretical consumption sifting potential within existing realized consumption
boundaries
In appendix 63 on top is presented the Nordpool electricity spot prices according to hour
and day of the week. In appendix 63 on lower picture, at primary axis is presented the spot
price profiles minimum (min if) and maximum (max if) value per hour. On secondary axis
is presented the theoretical price saving potential within existing realized consumption
boundaries
From the realised values of consumption reduction and monetary saving potential can be
calculated in cents. The theoretical electricity price saving potential is multiplied by
consumption sifting potential. The hour specific factors of electricity price saving
potential and consumption sifting potential and their products are presented in appendix
64.
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3.26

Energy demand management
Merenkulkijanranta city block which contains 7 real estates. The Merenkulkijaranta
monthly district heat and electricity consumption are presented in appendix 65 and
appendix 66. In appendix 67 the district heat and electricity are totalled per real estate on
monthly level. When HELEN billing for district heat and electricity are evaluated as whole
the examination reveals some key points. Real estate F which was in its late construction
phase consumed at the beginning of 2014 over double amount of energy compared to
when construction phase finished 2.2014.
Each of real estates are destined to possess energy consumption of certain scope
depending what sort of technology the real estate is equipped with and what sort of
location and position it has. In consumptions graphs the order of magnitude pattern that is
visible for columns at 10.2015 in appendix 67 is more or less repeating itself throughout
the sampling width. Although in Klyyssi case revealed out that the ventilation is
consuming way over 50 % of the consumed electricity the heat source of sanitary circuit
(103) is district heat.
Due to resistor heating in sanitary cabin electricity consumption in real estate’s G, E and
D for example 1.2014 are multiple compared to real estates which sanitary cabins are
heated by district heat. The energy consumption increase in all of the real estates during
the cooling period, however in some of the real estates the increment is higher. The cause
for such remains unknown. However, if each cold water station would be equipped with
tele monitoring & remote service, reports regarding the topic and remote calibration would
be possible.
Next was tested how realised consumption is in alignment with EPC consumption ranges.
In table 4 the realized total annual level energy consumption per real estate are being
placed into EPC consumption ranges.
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Table 4 realized total annual level energy consumption per real estate in
Energy Performance Certificate range
Building
energy
class

Building total
annual energy
consumption
per building
gross area
[kWh/m2a]

In Merenkulkijanranta
(pcs)

A

0 … 75

B

76 … 100

1

C

101 … 130

5

D

131 … 160

1

E

161 … 190

F

191 … 240

G

241 …

From the table 4 can be seen that though majority of the Merenkulkijaranta real estates
are stated on certificate as A class energy consumption real estate. The lack of selecting
proper solutions such as district heat heated ventilators results unnecessary energy
consumption which means that the theoretical and realised energy consumption will not
meet. As previously in chapter 2.1 was presented the consumption and efficiency are the
very first issues which must be tangled. During the EEPOS project one of the task was to
define how much renewables are needed in order to make real estate an energy positive
building. The whole phrasing of a question is however incorrectly stated. More proper
question would be which real estate automation systems should be more energy efficient
so there would be possibility for energy positive building.
If district heat and district cooling would be used in the real estates the energy
consumption would drop significantly in each of the Merenkulkijaranta real estates. In
figure 96 is presented electricity billed per month and three most energy consuming
systems. As can be seen if district heat and cooling would be used as widely as possible
the real estate automation systems electricity consumption would drop down substantially.
In the decreased electricity consumption case real estate would have problems to meet
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energy positivity in terms of electricity. In addition, energy companies core business is
energy so they have more likely tendency to focus into energy efficiency in energy supply
chain. In other words, district cooling has most probably higher EER value than 2 as in
the study case. Which would mean more return value from the district cooling. When
district cooling becomes available in the neighbourhood study for retrofitting the district
cooling is recommendable since it would provide source for more environmental friendly
source of cooling.

Figure 96 Real estate energy consumption per month

In this example case the very best thing is that there is full transparency into energy related
matters. However, Merenkulkijaranta sub meters for electricity and energy installations
were only to serve special case needs. Regarding the energy consumption, the lack of
transparency per automation system should be legislated on national level. Even currently
too much thrust is put into the promises of equipment salesman’s and the follow up of
energy consumption is usually non-existent.
Though the energy consumption were decreased there exist number of things which would
decrease the consumption further without compromising the living conditions or
conformity levels.
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In below is listed few energy demand related notations:


The modern power plants which produces electricity as their primary product
produces as side product heat. Therefore, it is recommendable to minimise
electricity consumption in real estate solutions
o Using in heating district heating and in cooling district cooling



Follow-up to meet the goals set in design: Poor COP- most probably was not
according to plans.



Calibrating regularly systems which need to be calibrated.
o If possible always utilises supplier’s remoter services.
o Remember to ask system specific performance reports.



Optimising energy consumption, is heating and cooling necessary at same day?



Is it must to heat storages year around?



Would there be any effect if insulation for domestic hot and cold water & heating
and cooling mains would be increased?



Pumps and motors used in the real-estate should be equipped with micro frequency
converters.



Using only LED-illumination



Renewable energy should be used only when energy efficiency is high. Renewable
energy sources can easily be overrun by inefficient energy consumption.

3.27

Electricity storing by hydrogen analysis
As previously mentioned the heat is side product of creating electricity in power plants.
The phenomenon is also present when fuel cells are being used. In chapter 2.11.4 was
presented that fuel cell cars should have participating role in more advanced energy
network that would take under consideration also the heat created while driving with the
fuel cell car which would reduce consumer’s comprehensive carbon footprint. In figure
97 is presented the realized consumption of the case real estate and how much with current
consumption rates it would be in hydrogen. According to TUKES 25 Kg is the maximum
amount of liquid gases which can stored in real estate.
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Figure 97 The realized consumption of the real estate

In figure 98 is presented electricity consumption and the energy amount in hydrogen.
From the figure can be seen that the demand management measures electricity
consumption and required amount of hydrogen would reduce multiple times. Therefore,
demand management would have impact also into energy storing. The 25 Kg of liquid gas
would cover the energy need for substantially longer period of time.
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Figure 98 Electricity consumption and the energy amount in hydrogen after
demand management actions.

In energy storing, first thing to be taken under consideration is the energy efficiency. The
smaller energy amounts are used the smaller the equipment to control the energies are
required. Real estate’s self-sufficiency regarding real estate automation consumption is
not impossible concept if the energy is used efficiently.
Regarding the hydrogen production with solar power the utilization rate of the solar panels
on annual level in Finland is poor. However, if the solar panels are located near equator
and the solar energy is converted into hydrogen and distributed by gas grid to Northern
Europe the utilisation rate of the solar panels is optimal. In addition, the solar energy has
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large scale storing possibility in the grid and gas storages. Furthermore, gas grid is almost
compulsory in order to satisfy fuel cell can energy needs. The gas grid has key role in
already existing hydrogen neighbourhood experiment in Fukuoka, Japan. (Boomtown
Asia, 2013).
In addition, hydrogen can be produced from any type of fossil fuels. If the hydrogen
conversion process is concentrated there exist possibilities to optimize and minimise the
emissions. Even though no efforts would be done for minimising the emissions the
emissions will be cut off from the actual consumption point. Emissions elsewhere than in
consumption point is matter of topic that the metropolitan areas are interested globally.

4

Conclusions and recommendations
The worldwide need for energy continues to grow. In most of the cases the energy
consuming systems are not the most energy efficient ones. As status quo there is lack of
actual means for real estate automation sub system specific surveillance. There is clearly
need in some form to increase the energy consumption, it provides insights to improve
systems and it also illustrates when system requires maintenance. Energy saving is also
saving in costs and a mean to reduce emissions. As illustrated in the thesis system specific
data can also be applied by various equations which provides insights and follow in reality
how well equipment suppliers promise from energy consumption realizes in practice.
Perhaps in the future real estate’s energy consumption are under time periodical regulated
inspections. The role of Climate Change Act regarding real estate emissions remains to be
seen.

4.1

Energy Performance Certificate and realized energy consumption
As presented previously in table 4 the EPC and realized consumption are not consistent.
The consumption of energy in real estates and in industry should be in more continuous
follow up. In time devices wear down and break. Before the devices broke down it is
common that impaired devices start to consume more energy. Since the volume of energy
consumption devices is vast the actual follow up should be automated
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4.2

Increasing efficiency
The theory regarding energy efficient buildings present that in order to make energy
positive building the base load of consumption must be low enough. The theory was
authenticated by a what if mind game that was presented in tablet 4. In addition, if energy
storages are used the energy efficiency is a must since the energy storing capacities are
limited by size.

4.3

Residential participation in energy saving
The human temperature comfort zone is approximately 21 degrees. In terms of energy
saving regarding real estate automation the resident has some options to minimize the
energy consumption such as using curtains, keeping windows and doors between rooms
closed, keeping the RTCU-switch in same position in each room and using actively room
operating panel. However, the analysis results present that the switches located in
apartment are not actively used. In addition, if switches are used majority seek relief into
existing conditions which increases energy consumption. In addition, it was also noted
that there is no significant effect of residential level changes into real estate energy
consumption presented in appendix 38.

Figure 99 Residential changes at case real estate.
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4.4

Optimal solutions
Heating the ventilation air with resistors and creating cooling by real estate is more or less
equal with the services provided by energy utility company’s district heat and district
cooling services. The energy company's core competence is to provide those services as
efficiently as possible.
In addition, as the energy meters and sensors installed for EEPOS proven out to be
informative it is very likely that the tele monitoring & remote service tools would have
provided more information from the cooling processes in each real estate. Calibration of
complex systems which are dependent from each other can be a challenge without proper
calibration optimization related data.

4.5

Focus into renewables with high production potential
As presented in chapter 2.4 the environment is surrounded by sources of renewable
energy. However not all sources have equal scale of magnitude. Insight presented in the
literature review is that the best potential for renewable energy is located in the heights of
sky in form of wind energy and in the depths of lithosphere in form of geothermal heat.
Additionally, the renewable energy has its limit in terms of magnitude. Therefore,
emphasis regarding the energy efficiency is a must if self-sufficiency is striven.

4.6

Further research agenda
Energy metering has number of benefits such as condition monitoring, consumption
forecasting, verification of design goals etc.
When regulating units’ dimensions, rotation speeds & flow quantities are known with
proper equations more comprehensive information can be acquired from the real estate of
subsystem level. It seems obvious that regulation unit positions and metering energy,
electricity & water should be metered as precisely as possible. Furthermore, the data
should be used to enhance energy efficiency in future greenfield projects. One can even
argue that metering of consumption on subsystem level should be even legislated. The
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energy metering information could be used for additional terminable EPC attachment
which would follow realised energy consumption.
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Appendix 13
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Real estate utilities price list

Utility

Price1

Unit1

Price2

Unit2

Source

District

3,36

c/kWh

33,6

EUR/MWh

(Kaukolämmön hinnat,

heat,

2015)

summer
(2015)
District

5,26

c/kWh

52,6

EUR/MWh

heat, winter

(Kaukolämmön hinnat,
2015)

(2015)
District

3,36

c/kWh

33,6

EUR/MWh

(Kaukolämmön hinnat,

cooling,

2015;Helen

(summer

kaukojäähdytysmyynti,

times)

2015)

Electricity

0,1 -20

c/kWh

price,

10-200

EUR/MWh

(Nodpool spot prices,
2015)

Nordpool
spot

price

(variates)
water

1,34

€/m3

supply fee
sewerage

vesihuollon

taksat, 2015)
1,66

€/m3

fee
Hydrogen

(HSY:n

(HSY:n

vesihuollon

taksat, 2015)
6-10

€/Kg

(Lampila, 2014)
Hakkarainen,2014;
Jumppanen, 2009)
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Electricity meters’ code key

H901EM03_7

H901EM03_7

H901EM03_7

Drawing
numbers

H901=Electric

EM03=G300..399_Energy

system

consumed

in

_7=

ventilation Consecutive

systems

numbering

of

electric meters
EM01=G100..199_Energy

EM01=6101

consumed in water-heating
system

EM03=6300

EM02=G200..299_Electricity
consumed in electric system

EM04=G400..499_Consumed
prosumed

energy

in

cooling system
EM02=H900..999_Electricity
and

energy

consumed

EM04=6400
EM02=6900

for sanitary engineering

and

EM02=6201

in

separate systems
(Building automation positioning instructions, 2014)
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Example of metadata collected for measurement.

Metadata heading

Case specific sample

Energy calculation main G300..399_Energy consumed in ventilation systems
category
Energy measurement sub- Energy consumed at appartments air supply units
category
Drawing information 1

ELECTRICITY

MEASUREMENT

OF

VENTILATION

SYSTEM
Drawing information 2

Electricity consumption of ventilation system, heat recovery

Caption:

Caption: Electricity consumption of ventilation system, heat
recovery, H901EM03_1

Building

automation RA6902

drawing nr.
Switchboard

center

& A rappu_Sähköpääkeskus

staircase name
Building

automation 901-EM03.1

position
KlyyssiDatapisteet

@ 'https___ba.vtt.fi_obixStore_store_Klyyssi_H901EM03_1_

JACE
Type

of

measurement EM2172VMV53XOSX

device
Tolerance

+/- 0,5 % RDG

Unit of measurement

Kilowatt hour, kWh

Datasheet
measurement device

for http://www.productselection.net/

Appendix 17
consumption

Hierarchical structure of sub metering and overall

Appendix 18

Hierarchical submetering structure of district heat energy-,

cooling energy-, overall water-, hot water- and cool water consumption

Appendix 19

Data management methods
7 days

Aggregation

& 24h

& sum up to

profile

specific

AverageIFS

IF,

IF,

INDEX

COUNTIFS

SUMIFS

Linear multi
regression
model

time level
Consumption related

X

X

X

X

data
Supply related data
Circuit temperatures
Switch use’s
Weather

X
data,

inhabitants
increment in the real
estate, hot & cold
water

consumption,

switch use

X
X

X
X

Appendix 20

Access 7 days & 24h profile phase 1&2

1.
Clears
the
cache
memor
y
2.
Inserts
results
to cache
memor
y
Query1
Field

Päivämäärä:

TuntiNumero:

Pulssien

DateValue([H901EM02_1]![Timestamp

Hour(DateAdd("n";30;[H901EM02_1]![Timestamp]

summa: Pulse

])

))

Table

H901EM02_
1

Total

Group By

Group By

Sum

Päivämäärä

TuntiNumero

Pulssien

Sort
Show
Append
to:
Criteria

summa
>#26.6.2014# And <#5.3.2015#

Appendix 21

Access 7 days & 24h profile phase 3&4

3. Add
nulls
from
null
table to
cache
memory
Field

Päivämäärä

TuntiNumero

Pulssien summa

Table

0->26_6_14__5_3_15

0->26_6_14__5_3_15

0>26_6_14__5_3_15

Sort
Append

Päivämäärä

TuntiNumero

Pulssien summa

TuntiNumero

Pulssien summa

Välimuisti

Välimuisti

Group By

Avg

to:
Criteria

>#26.6.2014# And <#5.3.2015#

4. Draw
results
from
cache
memory
Query2
Field

ViikonpäiväNumero:
Weekday([Välimuisti]![Päivämäärä])

Table
Total

Group By

Sort
Show
Criteria

x

x

x

Appendix 22

Formulas for separating time specific factors from the time

stamp.

Year

Month

Day

Hour

Weekday

Weeknumb

Minute

er

MROUND to

FLOOR to

Ti

hour

day

me
sta
mp

S
Y
N

IF(J4792

=IF(J4792

=IF(J479

=IF(J4792

=IF(J4792<

=IF(J4792<

=IF(J4792

=IF(J4792<>

=IF(J4792

26.

<>"";YE

<>"";MO

2<>"";D

<>"";HO

>"";WEEK

>"";WEEK

<>"";MIN

"";MROUND

<>"";FLO

6.2

AR(J479

NTH(J479

AY(J479

UR(J4792

DAY(J4792

NUM(J479

UTE(J479

(J4792;"1:00"

OR(J4792;

01

2);"")

2);"")

2);"")

);"")

);"")

2);"")

2);"")

);"")

1);""

4
14:

T

00:

A

00

X
R
E
S
U
L
T

2014

6

26

14

5

26

0

26.6.2014

26.6.2014

14:00:00

0:00:00
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Overall view of each cooling and heating circuits supply and

return temperature average per day of the year.

Appendix 24

Heating and cooling circuits temperatures

Appendix 25

Heating subsystems specific graph

Appendix 26

Water consumption aggregation on monthly level A

Appendix 27

Water consumption aggregation on monthly level B

Appendix 28
winter.

7 days & 24h profile for the domestic hot water consumption,

Appendix 29
summer.

7 days & 24h profile for the domestic hot water consumption,

Appendix 30
overall.

7 days & 24h profile for the domestic hot water consumption,

Appendix 31

7 days & 24h profile for the domestic overall water

consumption, winter

Appendix 32

7 days & 24h profile for the domestic overall water

consumption, summer

Appendix 33

7 days & 24h profile for the domestic overall water

consumption, overall.

Appendix 34

Daily average energy consumption for cooling and heating

circuits with relation to outdoor temperature

Appendix 35

Electricity consumption per main distribution room sub

meter A

RK1

KKA

Appendix 36

Electricity consumption per main distribution room sub

meter B

KKB

Appendix 37

Electricity consumption per sub meter on monthly level

Appendix 38

Electricity consumption per submeter on monthly level in

relation to outdoor temperature

Appendix 39
winter

Electricity consumption profiles for cold water station,

Appendix 40
summer

Electricity consumption profiles for cold water station,

Appendix 41
overall

Electricity consumption profiles for cold water station,

Appendix 42
winter

Electricity consumption profiles for ventilation system,

Appendix 43
summer

Electricity consumption profiles for ventilation system,

Appendix 44
overall

Electricity consumption profiles for ventilation system,

Appendix 45

Overall electricity consumption, cooling season

Sampling width: Cooling season (26.6.2014 - 31.8.2014

Appendix 46

Overall electricity consumption, heating season

Sampling width: Heating season (1.12.2014 - 28.2.2015)

Appendix 47

INDEX lookup for RTCU-switch changes

Column A

Column B

Column C

=IF(E3=E2;"No

=ROW(D3)

=IF(ABS(E2-E3)>=0,25;"Change

change";"Change

in

in number B16_OH";"No change")

number")
Col =IF(ISERROR(INDEX($B$3:$E$29800;SMALL(IF($C$3:$C$29800=$F$2;ROW(
.G

$A$3:$C$29800));ROW(1:1))2;1));"";(INDEX($B$3:$E$29800;SMALL(IF($C$3:$C$29800=$F$2;ROW($A$3:
$C$29800));ROW(1:1))-2;1)))

Col =IF(ISERROR(INDEX($B$3:$E$29800;SMALL(IF($C$3:$C$29800=$F$2;ROW(
.H

$A$3:$C$29800));ROW(1:1))2;2));"";(INDEX($B$3:$E$29800;SMALL(IF($C$3:$C$29800=$F$2;ROW($A$3:
$C$29800));ROW(1:1))-2;2)))

Col =IF(ISERROR(INDEX($B$3:$E$29800;SMALL(IF($C$3:$C$29800=$F$2;ROW(
I

$A$3:$C$29800));ROW(1:1))2;3));"";(INDEX($B$3:$E$29800;SMALL(IF($C$3:$C$29800=$F$2;ROW($A$3:
$C$29800));ROW(1:1))-2;3)))

Col =IF(ISERROR(INDEX($B$3:$E$29800;SMALL(IF($C$3:$C$29800=$F$2;ROW(
J

$A$3:$C$29800));ROW(1:1))2;4));"";(INDEX($B$3:$E$29800;SMALL(IF($C$3:$C$29800=$F$2;ROW($A$3:
$C$29800));ROW(1:1))-2;4)))

Appendix 48

Raindrop energy equations A

Converting the mm/15 min at 700m² to m³/s (2)
𝑚𝑚
ℎ

1000

𝑚3

→

𝑚
ℎ

∗ 700𝑚2 →

( 1 ∗4)
4ℎ

3600

→

𝑚3
𝑠

(2)

Calculating the volume of individual raindrop (3)
4

𝑉 = (3)𝜋 ∗ 𝑟 3

(3)

In which:
V

Volume of individual raindrop, m³

r

Standardised radius of single raindrop, 1,5
mm

Calculating the number of raindrops from rain data (4)
𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑠 𝑝𝑐𝑠/𝑠 =

𝑚3
𝑠

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝, 𝑚3

(4)

Calculating the mass of raindrop (5)
𝑚=𝜌∗𝑉

(5)

In which:
m

Mass of rain drop, kg

𝜌

Density of water,[kg/m3]

V

Volume of individual raindrop, m³

Appendix 49

Raindrop energy equations B

Calculating the kinetic energy of single raindrop (6)
𝐸𝑘 = 𝑚𝑣 2 /2 (6)
In which:
Kinetic energy by a raindrop, 1 Joule = 1

𝐸𝑘

Kg • m²/s²
𝑚

Mass of rain drop, kg

𝑣2

Standardised

terminal

velocity

of

raindrop,4,5 m/s²

Calculating the total energy of rain data (7)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = (𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑠 𝑝𝑐𝑠 ∗ 𝐸𝑘 ) (7)

In which:
W

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝑚

Mass of rain drop, kg

𝑣2

Standardised
raindrop,4,5 m/s²

terminal

velocity

of

Appendix 50

Power of rain water mass from 700m² roof

Calculating the power of rain water mass from 700m² roof (8)
𝑃 = 𝑄 ∗ 𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ∗ 𝑄 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝑔

(8)

In which:
P

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟, 𝑊

𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

Effective height 11,2m (0,7*16m)

𝑄

Volumetric flow-rate, m³/s

ρ

Density of water, Kg/m³

g

Gravitational constant, 9,81 m/s²

Appendix 51

Solar power production potential from 300m², sampling

width 1.12.2014 - 28.2.2015

Appendix 52

Solar power production potential from 300m², sampling

width 25.06.2014 - 31.08.2015

Appendix 53

Wind power production equation

Calculating the wind power production (10)
1

P = 2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ v 3 ∗ 𝐶𝑃

(10)

In which:
P

Power, W

v

Wind speed, m/s

𝜌

Air density [kg/m³]

𝐶𝑃

Power Coefficient (Betz limit)

A= π*r²

Area

π

Pi 3,141…

r

Radius

Appendix 54

Wind power production potential for radius of 1-meter blade,

sampling width 1.12.2014 - 28.02.2015

Appendix 55

Wind power production potential for radius of 4-meter blade,

sampling width 1.12.2014 - 28.02.2015

Appendix 56

Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) equation

Calculating the Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) (11)
ε = 𝛷ℎ / 𝑃 (11)
In which:
ε

Cooling efficiency factor

𝛷ℎ

Cooling power, kWh = (G401LM03 +
G401LM04)
G401LM03= Energy consumption of
cooling system, fan coil unit network
G401LM04= Energy consumption of
cooling system, chilled beams

𝑃

Power, W -> Amount of work by the
compressor, kWh = H901EM04_1
H901EM04_1= Electricity consumption
of cooling system, cold water station
KYA01

Appendix 57

Litres per second values (italic) from LVI drawings and to

Enervent Energy Optimizer results

ALWAYS (l/s) -> m³/s
HOME

0,026

+ SUPPLY
'' (l/s) -> m³/s

0,03

ALWAYS

(l/s) -> m³/s

AWAY

+ SUPPLY
''

(l/s)

0,01

-> 0,012

m³/s

- RETURN

- RETURN
'LTO annual

75,1

'LTO

81,8

annual

efficiency

efficiency
SFP

1,6

kW/(m3/s)
'SUPPLY
input

24

power

'SUPPLY

45

input power
[W]

'RETURN
[W]

5,07

kW/(m3/s)

[W]

input

SFP

power

24

'RETURN
input power
[W]

31
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Ventilation heating energy net need equation

Calculating the Ventilation heating energy net need, kWh (12)

𝑄𝑖𝑣 = 𝑡𝑑 𝑡𝑉 𝜌𝑖 𝑐𝑝𝑖 𝑞𝑣,𝑡𝑢𝑙𝑜( (𝑇𝑠𝑝 − 𝛥𝑇𝑝𝑢ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛 ) − 𝑇𝑙𝑡𝑜 ) 𝛥𝑡/1000

(12)

In which:
𝑄𝑖𝑣

Ventilation heating energy net need,
kWh

𝑡𝑑

Ventilation

plant

average

day

Std. value, always 1

Ventilation plant weekly operating

Std. value, always 1

operating time ratio, h/24h
𝑡𝑉

time ratio, d/ 7 d
𝜌𝑖

Air density, 1,2 kg/m³

𝑐𝑝𝑖

Air specific heat capacity, 1000 J/(kg

Std. value, always 1,2
Std. value, always 1000

K)
𝑞𝑣,𝑡𝑢𝑙𝑜

Supply air flow rate , m³/s

from ground plans LVI 307LVI 300,
(l/s) -> m³/s

𝑇𝑠𝑝

In-blast temperature, ºC

𝛥𝑇𝑝𝑢ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛

Temperature increase in blower, ºC

𝑇𝑙𝑡𝑜

Temperature after heat recovery

Std. values, always 18
Std. value, always 1

device, ºC
𝛥𝑡

Length of time frame

1000

Factor for kWh conversion

Std. value, always 1000

Appendix 59

Temperature after hear recovery equation

Calculating the temperature after heat recovery device, ºC (13)
𝑇𝑙𝑡𝑜 = 𝑇𝑢 + 𝑡

𝛷𝑙𝑡𝑜
𝑑 𝑡𝑉 𝜌𝑖 𝑐𝑝𝑖 𝑞𝑣,𝑡𝑢𝑙𝑜

(13)

In which:
𝑇𝑙𝑡𝑜

Temperature after heat recovery device, ºC

𝑇𝑢

outdoor temperature

𝜙𝑙𝑡𝑜

Monthly average power recovered by heat
recovery device, W

𝑡𝑑

Ventilation plant average day operating

Std. value, always 1

time ratio, h/24h
𝑡𝑉

Ventilation plant weekly operating time

Std. value, always 1

ratio, d/ 7 d
𝜌𝑖

Air density, 1,2 kg/m³

𝑐𝑝𝑖

Air specific heat capacity, 1000 J/(kg K)

𝑞𝑣,𝑡𝑢𝑙𝑜

Supply air flow rate , m³/s

Std. value, always 1,2
Std. value, always 1000
from ground plans LVI 307LVI 300,
(l/s) -> m³/s
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Monthly average power recovered by heat recovery device

Calculating the temperature after heat recovery device, ºC (14)
𝛷𝑙𝑡𝑜 = 𝜂𝑛𝑎,𝑖𝑣𝑘𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑡𝑑 𝑡𝑉 𝜌𝑖 𝑐𝑝𝑖 𝑞𝑣,𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜 (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑢 )

(14)

In which:
𝜙𝑙𝑡𝑜

Monthly average power recovered by heat recovery
device, W

𝜂𝑛𝑎,𝑖𝑣𝑘𝑜𝑛𝑒

air supply unit’s heat recovery device’s annual
efficiency

𝑡𝑑

Ventilation plant average day operating time ratio,

From Energy
optimiser
Std. value, always 1

h/24h
𝑡𝑉

Ventilation plant weekly operating time ratio, d/ 7

Std. value, always 1

d
𝜌𝑖

Air density, 1,2 kg/m³

𝑐𝑝𝑖

Air specific heat capacity, 1000 J/(kg K)

Std. value, always 1,2
Std. value, always
1000

𝑞𝑣,𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜

Exhaust air flow rate, m³/s

from ground plans
LVI 307- LVI 300,
(l/s) -> m³/s

𝑇𝑠

Inside temperature

𝑇𝑢

Outdoor temperature
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Trapezoidal rule equation

Calculating the consumption min-max and price min-max tolerance, ºC (15)
𝑏

∫𝑎 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 ≈ (𝑏 − 𝑎)

𝑓(𝑎)+𝑓(𝑏)
2

(15)

Into the minimum and maximum consumption and minimum and maximum price limits
were applied trapezoidal rule.

(Tuomivirta et al., 2015)

Appendix 62

Numeral integrated consumption min-max

ventilation energy consumption for apartments A001-A012

Consumption profiles minimum (min if) and maximum (max if) value per hour

Appendix 63

Numeral integrated Nord pool price min-max

Nordpool electricity spot prices according to hour and day of the week

On primary axis spot price profiles min-max, on secondary axis the the theoretical saving
potential.

Appendix 64

Theoretical maximum earning by load shifting per day
Consumption sifting potential
(min/max) difference per hour kW

Hour

Electricity price saving potential (min/max)
difference per hour cent/kWh

Price *
Consumption= Cents

1

1,5

0,6

0,90

2

0,3

1,0

0,30

3

0,3

0,8

0,25

4

0,3

0,3

0,11

5

0,6

0,3

0,20

6

1,3

0,4

0,48

7

1,7

0,6

0,93

8

2,0

0,9

1,78

9

2,2

1,0

2,11

10

2,0

0,5

1,04

11

1,8

0,3

0,54

12

1,7

0,4

0,73

13

1,6

0,6

0,95

14

1,3

0,6

0,75

15

1,0

0,4

0,43

16

0,7

0,3

0,19

17

0,6

0,4

0,23

18

0,6

0,7

0,39

19

0,5

0,9

0,44

20

0,4

0,6

0,22

21

0,2

0,2

0,06

22

0,2

0,3

0,04

23

0,2

0,2

0,05
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Monthly district heat consumptions on neighbourhood

Appendix 66

Monthly electricity consumptions on neighbourhood

Appendix 67

Total of monthly district heat and electricity consumptions on

neighbourhood

